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TAFT SUPPORTERS IN
KANSAS ARE SCARED
Upon the
announcement of attorneys for the
adherents of President Tat't that their
side of the case was not ready, arguments on the application of Roosevelt supporters for a writ of mandamus to compel the printing of the
names' of Roosevelt presidential elecKans., July 20.
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FEDERATION
IS TRYING ITS
AGCUSED LEADERS

day at
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MOUNTAINAIR.
A. E. P. Robinson and
Miss
Blunt leave today for Molintain-ai- r
as delegates
to the State
Christian Endeavor convention
which holds sessions Saturday
extending from Saturday to .Mothe state Sunday school
nday;
convention will also meet with
sessions on Tuesday and Wednesday, Judge Pope is planning
to leave on Monday to be present at the meeting as he is one
of the speakers on the lecture
course. The sessions of the
promise to be very interesting as the list, of speakers is
an excellent one.
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MAN WHO MODERNIZED NATION

Seattle, Wash., July 20. In April,
the Northern Pacific Railroad

company sued King county, WashingStates
ton, in United
district
Judge Hanford's court for a reduction
of the county
taxes
assessed In

IN

1907.
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X
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AFTER HAMBURGER.
Albany, N. Y., July 20. Appli- cation has been made to Governor
Dix for the extradition from New X
York to New Mexico, of Her- man Heinsius, alias Hamburger X
charged with obtaining money

X under false pretenses. A hearX ing will be given next Tuesday.
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$2,000

Tokio, July 20. The emperor's condition at :i o'clock this morning was
so critical that the ministers of
state were assembled at the palace
and the announcement was made thai
his majesty was sinking.
The court physicians in attendance
or. his majesty at It o'clock this morning diagnosed the case as acute nephritis. Another bulletin issued from
the palace at 3 o'clock this afternoon j
was as follows:
"The emperor has been suffering
from diabetes since 1004. This developed into chronic kii'.'aey ;r.;uble in
1006."

It was announced later that urameia
had developed.
His majesty's bed has been moved
to a sitting room in the palace. The
empress remained at the bedside dur-- :
ing the day. The crown prince,
who is recovering from chicken
pox, and still is confined to his bed,

FOR PUTTING

Yos-hihit-

RIDDER GAVE
IN NEW YORK DISCLOSE

BECAUSE

THE

FACT

BY TOUGHS OF UNDERWORLD
HE TALKED TOO

MUCH-BECK-

ER

THAT

New York, N. Y., July 20. The
gang of gun men and
that riddled Herman Rosenthal, the
gambler, with bullets, is believed by
detectives today to have been procured by "Bald Jack" Rose, under pressure of the "police system" which
was seeking to effectually close (he
mouth of Rosenthal against further
charges that gamblers had to divide
their gains with the police.
Rose is a close friend of Police
Lieutenant Becker, who was yesterday removed as the head of ths
"strong arm" squad which handles
the gambling situation in the city.
District Attorney Whitman has
congleaned enough information to
vince him that Rose, at the suggestion
or knowledge of the police. Hired some
of Jack Zeelig's gang of gun fthters
The
to make away with Rosenthal.
cnarket rate of killing men by some
East Side gun men is said to be
black-jacke-

d

$2,-00-

That the gambling plot and murde"
the poplot will lead' far deeper into
lice department is now generally believed.
i olice Commissioner Dougherty secured from Rose the information that,
he vas working for Lieutenant Becker varly Monday night.
Rose told the Deputy Commissioner
that he was afraid of Becker and had
gone to the house of Dora Gilbert,
Rosenthal's divorced wife, on Monday
right, because he knew she was going
to make an affidavit. Becker wanted
an affidavit against Rosenthal. Rose
told the commissioner he was not
Rosurprised when he was told that
senthal had been killed as he thought
ho would "get it" because he talked
too much.
District Attorney Whitman who
went out of town
last night on an
"important mission" did not return to
his office today.
Reports that he
had gone to a secret conference with
the head

o

the private detective

til HISTORY OF LITTLE LAND

ag-

ency which he has employed in the
That
case, could not be confirmed.

received tht news of his father's illness tliis morning. He has not been
able to visit the palace.
The imperial
princes have been
summoned from their summer resi- rlnrr n ml with iha Tintuliln of
eiit in the capital repaired to the
palace where they await the latest
news from the sick chamber.
The present situation is without
precedent in the history of the new

Japan.
The news of his majesty's illness
came as an absolute surprise and its
unlooked for aniir'iiiwwnent resulted
in the quick collapse of prices on the
local stock exchange.
The return to
Tokio of Prince Katsura, the former
premier, who departed recently on a
misFion to Europe, is expected. The
prince was among the first to be officially notified by telegraph of the emperor's illness.
It. beca'iie known today that
his
majesty was unconscious from this.

j

illness yesterday.
(At 10 p. in.) So bulletin has been
issued from the place since three
o'clock this afternoon
but it was
learned from the imperial residence
that his majesty's condition remains
He is
unchanged.
The physicians in attendance have not
given up all hope.
Tokio tonight is silent. AH theatrical productions and Me playing of
music has been stopped. Special religious services are being held in the
Buddhist temples.
Services also are being held in the
Russian cathedral.
The change for the worse came sudIn the midst
denly Friday evening.
of a conversation with the empress,
the emperor suffered a sudden collapse and the court doctors were summoned.
The heir to the throne, Prince
has not yet been able to go to
his father.

California Man Left Sixty Dollars
In His Clothing and It Came Back
Nice and Clean.
San llernadino, Cal., July 20. When
his laundry bill showed a charge for
washing four greenbacks, George IS.
Royan of Seventh and 1). streets, this
tity, gasped in astonishment today.
He looked through his laundry and
found that a neat pile of carefully ironed anu starched bank notes had
come home with his weekly wash.
The amount was $00 which he remem
bered having failed to remove from
his c'othing before sending it to the
laundry.

Steam Pipes Burst and They Were
Scalded to Death in Engine Room
Without Chance to Save Themselves.
New York, July 20 Details of the
accident reported by wireless on the
'Italian
Principe-di-Piesteamship
monte, in which five men were killed
were learned early today when the
vessel arrived here from Naples and
Genoa.
The captain, Demeniconi, reported
that the men were killed in the engine room on Wednesday last.
A branch steam pipe burst, filling
the fire and engine rooms on the port
side with steam.
-

REVOLUTION
N LISBON
Madrid, July 2ft. The correspondent
the Universe, published at Orenze,
Spain, has sent a dispatch to this
'ha
city saying that a revolution
broken out at Lisbon and Oporto in
Portugal.
The news was received at Orenzo
by way of Zerin, a town in Spain near
the Portuguese border.
It is impossible to secure confirmation or denial of this report. Official
circles in Madrid have received no information whatever concerning the
report. Senator Barossa, the Spanish
minister of the interior, this afternoon, declared without foundation the
statement that a revolution had broken out at Lisbon, and Oporto.
of

PACKING TRUST IS READY
TO DISSOLVE

INTO SMALL

Yos-hihit- o

TRUSTS UNDER NEW LAW

Teracuch. is that all the prisoners
WILL BE
ASSETS
HOW MONSTER
SHOWING
have retracted their previous state- FORMAL STATEMENT
ments and professed entire ignorance
DISTRIBUTED AND DECLARING THAT OCTUPUS IS NO MORE GIVEN TO
o? any connection with an organization which had for its purpose the inMAY TAKE
FURTHER
U. S. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
der assured.
dependence of Korea.
The special train bearing the demoLEGAL ACTION
Insisting that the confessions imcratic members of the house arriv- plicating others including a number
ed this afternoon, and the delegation
of foreign missionaries, were extractheaded by speaker Clark walked from ed from them under either
"fear,
the station to Governor Wilson's cot- threats or beating or torture."
BEEF BARONS DIVIDE THE SPOILS
tage, 200 yards away.
Out of the 123 prisoners on trial,
EACH TAKING CERTAIN PLANTS
After a short speech by Speaker 115 made similar statements at the
Clark, Governor Wilson said:
public trial.
"It seemsto me that the real' difficulty of politics in our modern days INHUMAN MOTHER KILLED
of New York are
is that men have not laid their minds
Chicago, 111., July 20. A formal sed Beef company
HER NEW BORN INFANT.
method of dis- also acquired by those in control of
the
statement
showing
one
in
a
another
alongside
having
tribution of the assets of the National Swift and company,
common interest in what they seek to
J. Ogden Armour takes over the
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 20.
Packing company with a declaration
do.
subsidaries: The Fowler
.Miss .Marie Faulke will be arrested ou that the company has been dissolved 'following
"You can, in a common partnership
a charge of murder as soon as her was presented to United States Dist- Packing company, the
of ideal, bring all the people of the
Provision company and the New
condition
The coroners rict Attorney James H. Wilkerson topermits.
United States into partnership "with
York Butchers Dressed Beef and Profound her guilty of strangling day.
one another and therefore it is witfi jury
her babe immediately after its birth
Counsel for the packers assured the vision company of New York.
particular pleasure that I welcome the
The Omaha Packing company plant
Miss Faulke's con- federal officials that the distribution
night.
Thursday
oportunity today to meet you. I hope dition is
taken place at South Omaha Is taken over by
this is only the beginning of a long io believedpractically unchanged but it o" the assets had already
details Morris and company.
she will recover.
and told him that complete
acquaintanceship which will be a unThere has been similar division ot
be
would
scon
presented.
ion in a singularly high undertaking."
the
branch houses and selling agenby
adopted
of
distribution
The
ELEVATOR BOY FELL
plan
acOOWN LONG SHAFT. the owners of the National Packing cies through the United States
the cording to a statement issued by Mr.
by
was
which
regarded
company,
An20.
Denver, Colo., July
KOREANS ARE HELD
Harry
used to Wilkerson based on the packer's rederson, an elevator pilot in the mining government as an instrument
if it ports of dissolution.
will,
meat
industry,
exchange building, fell seven stories control the
Mr. Wilkerson said that complete
down the elevator shaft this morning. meets, the approval of the attorney
FOR CONSPIRACY
There is little hope of his recovery. general, be allowed to stand. Should details of the distribution of the propThe bones of both arms and both legs it be objected
to, changes may be erty would he ready in a few days. Ifi
to the dissolution of the Nathrough the flesh where made, or court action taken by the addition
THAN
ONE HUNDRED ARE protruded
compliance tional Packing company the National
to induce
they were broken and the youth was government
Car Line company, operating the Reotherwise mangled.
with its desires.
ARE
IN
ARRESTED
HARBIN,
of the
company system
forth
set
by
frigerator
to
the plans
According
has also been dissolved and
RUSSIA CHARGED WITH PLOT TO
counsel, the assets of the National packers,
the cars apportioned to each of the
SLAYER OF A WOMAN
X Packing company have been distributeASSASSINATE KASTURA.
IS NOW A SUICIDE. X e- in the following
X
manner: The stockholders, the district attorney
Allentown. Pa.. July 20. Erie V H.nmmnml company Is taken over by was informed.
The announcement of the dissoluX Schaeffer of this city, a former X
The Omaha
the Swift interests.
20.
More than
Seoul, Korea, July
tion was made after a conference be- X
man
theatrical
at
for
Chicago,
whom
the
pocompany
plant
100 Koreans have been arrested by
Packing
Pro- tween Mr. Wilkerson and attorneys
X lice had been searching in con- the St. Louis Dressed Beef and
Russian authorities at Harbin and
X nection with the murder of Miss X
Dres representing the packers.
United
the
and
company
vision
in
connection
with
an
vicinity
alleg- X
Lovina Price of Scranton, Pa.,
ed plot to assassinate Prince Katsura
X who was found dead in her apart- when the Japanese
passed
TWO MILLION DOLLAR
meuts today, committed suicide X ITALIAN BOATS WERE
through that Manchurian city on his
FIRE IN VANCOUVER.
on the Lehigh mountains this af- NOT SUNK BY TURKS.
to
St.
way
Petersburg.
X ternoon.
B. C,
July 20. EstiVancouver,
governItalian
The
20
Rome, July
A number of bombs and a quantity
Miss Price, 24 years old, bet- - X ment admitted in an official note is- - mates today of the loss in the fire
of letters and plans containing names X ter known here as
...... v a" flotilla of Italian which broke out at midnight in the
Lowanda U bUCUi LUUHJ 4hi
of the leaders of the conspiracy were XBrown, was shot dead
attempted Main street warehouse district, place
and Wil- - X torpedo boat destroyers
..
T
llrtl,
seized and will be turned over to the X Ham Free was
dolfatally wounded in
yesterday to enter tne iiuBumc. the damage at nearly two million
advancJapanese police by the Russian offin
each
succeeded
Three
lars.
Miss Price's room here.
warehouses,
big
The
The
destroyer
icials.
It is possible that the evi- X door of Miss Price's room was X ing to Chanak-Kalesi- ,
when it was de- worth a quarter ot a million dollars
dence secured will have an important
found open and the woman had X cided to withdraw because of the se- were destroyed, as well as a number
bearing in connection with the con- X been killed, probably
The loss on.
vere bombardment directed at them of other smaller blocks.
while
spiracy trial now being conducted at X asleep. Free was unconscious
from the Turkish forts .and ships. The stock was heavy.
were
Seoul.
A singular feature of the X on the floor with a bullet in his X ftalian vessels, the note adds,
Though scores of people in the
evidence presented at the opening
forehead and a finger shot off.
rooming house had narrow esX not much damaged.
hearing here of 123 converted Koreans X In a quarrel about the woman X
that no Uvea
capes, it is believed
charged with plotting against the gov- X a year ago. Free broke Schaef- - X
were lost.
Fireman Desmond, tha
ST. LOUIS METAL.
'
ernment and the life of the Japanese X fer's jaw.
X
St. Louis, Mo., July 20. Lead weak only man who was injured, was only
Governor General
of Korea, Count
slightly hurt.
4.60; spelter strong 7.20.

$37,000

POLICE

Washington, D. C, July 20. Herman Ridder, treasurer of the democratic national committee in 190S today produced for the inspection of the
senate committee investigating campaign contributions and expenditures,

LOSES HIS JOB

PRIVATE DETECTIVES ARE NECESSARY
TO DO WORK

JAPS IN JAIL

FRENCH SAILORS MET
HORRIBLE DEATH IN HOLD.

TO HELP OUT BRYcHN

ROSENTHAL

AT BEHEST OF

SHIPWRECKED

LAUNDRY CHARGED HIM
FOR WASHING MONEY.

Gor-ha-

AWAY MEDDLESOME PEOPLE

SYSTEM

S WITHOUT
RALLEL

EELIG'S GANG CH

WAS MURDERED

SPAHOFUFE B

San Diego, Cal., July 20. Deportation will be the fate of live shipwrecked Japanese captured by immigration
inspectors yesterday ten miles east of
Kncinitas on the road to Escondido.
News of the capture was telegraphed
the department of commerce and la
bor at Washington and the captives
HURRIEDLY SUMMONED
FROM SUMMER HOMES TO ANCIENT CAPITAL WHERE THEY placed in jail to await orders tor
their deportation to Yokonoma.
acFor more than three months,
AWAIT END-H- IS
SUCCESSOR HAS CHICKEN POX BUT IS TOLD OF IMPENDING DEATH-STO- CK
cording to the story of the five Orien-ta'BY NEWS
they were At sea in a iiO foot,
MARKET LISTS
ARE AFFECTED
WHICH CAME AS COMPLETE
three masted Japanese junk, compelled against their will to drift and sail
SURPRISE TO ALL
over a course estimated to be at least
The junk is
7,0uii miles in length.
now a wreck on the coast thirty miles
north of San Diego.

PRESENT SITUATI

Los Angeles, Calif., July 20
Tufts, Jr., the Oriental mystic
and cult leader convicted by a jury
last week of (having fraudulently obtained more than $100,000 from his
wife, formerly the wealthy Mrs. Roe,
of Ft. Worth, Texas, was sentenced
today to three years in San Quentin
The sentence was imposed
prison.
after Tufts had pleaded for probation.
Tufts was convicted at his second
trial. He was accused by his wife of
having used a worthless power of attorney to obtain funds from her estate to promote various enterprises.

XXXXXXXXXXXXX

DEVELOPMENTS

BRIEF

On May 1, ions, the Northern Pacific, which had hitherto refused to sell
certain lands to Judge Hanford, gave
him an option on the lands.
Judge
Hanford found that the county taxes
were excessive in the sum of $45,51S,
but was reversed by the circuit court
of appeals.
Those facts were brought
out toBY
ISSUED
COURT PHYSICIANS
DECLARES THAT HE IS RAPiDLY SINKING
day in testimony before the congress- BULLETIN
ional committee investigating Judge
AND THAT HIS AILMENT IS CHRONIC
KIDNEY TROUBLE-PRINC- ES
AND NOBLES ARE
Hanford's record.

TO PRISON

a

ONLY

Washington, D. C, July 20. Sena- to give concessions
to American,
tor Smith, of South Carolina, speak- s;hips. yet. he believed it would be iming on the canal toll bill today, con- possible to secure an international
tended in the senate that the pur- court unbiased enough to rule in favchase by this government of tine Pan- or of this country. The interest of
ama zone, changed the relations of all other nations, he said, would,
the United States with Great Britain weigh against the claims of the Unit-eand superceded the
States.
Senator Smith called attention to
treaty of 1901. He expressed the belief that the United States now has
fact that the United States had
a right to use the waters of 1he Pa- never submitted to arbitration
the
nama canal in any way it pleases, as claims of Colombia for redress for
though they were interior waters of the loss of Panama.
the United States. The Panama bill
"The fact it has not been arbitratwas not formally before the senate, ed, does not relieve the United States
the speech being made during con- fioni its responsibility," said Senator
sideration of the sundry civil bill.
Bacon. "It is still a burning question
Senator Ixdge declared that while and it is to our eternal disgrace that
he believed the United States had the we should have treated a weaker natreaty tion as we have Colombia.
right under the

HOW HANFORD GOT
OPTION ON LANDS.

ORIENTAL FAKE

GO TO

PANAMA CANAL OUR OWN.

tioned.

9 a. m.

INTERNATIONAL NOTE SYSTEM.
Washington, D. C, July 20.
Levy of New York today introduced a bill which would establish an international note system in
the United States. His idea is to expedite international business and to
give additional convenience to travelers.

SENATOR SMITH DECLARES

tors on the primary ballot was put
over until this afternoon.
The hearing had been called in the supreme
court for this morning.
D. R. Hite. tor the Taft attorneys,
said the right of the supreme court
to step into the case would be ques-

1908,

Cripple Creek, Colo., July 20. Behind closed doors, the Western Federation of Miners, in its twentieth annual convention here, is trying some
of the officers of tihe Federation on
charges of unfairness
preferred
against them by Thomas Campbell, a
member of Butte local No. 1.
The right of the Rutte delegates to
hold their seats is also being taken
up. The fight is expected to center
about President Moyer of the Butte
local and Campbell, who is angry because he is not a delegate.
Campbell is expected to make some startling disclosures.
The convention will
at
adjourn
noon to visit the mines in the district. The session opens again Mon-

NO. 135

official

POtlCE SHOULD

reports

of

the committee's

re-

DO ceipts and
expenditures he had filed
with the secretary of State of
New
York in 190S.
most of the members of the party in
J. J. Martin, private secretary to
the grey automobile have fled to other the secretary of state, produced the
cities was reported at police head- reports as official custodian of them.
quarters and it was said that detec- These showed the total receipts were
tives have been despatched to many $020,644.77 and the total expendipoints on clues.
tures were $019,410.06.
When Deputy Commissioner DoughMr. Ridder told the committee how
J.
erty reached his office today, he he raised the money for William
found that his men had brought there Bryan's last presidential fight.
four or five men said to be attendants
"I was the largest contributor,"
in a Turkish bath establishment said Mr. Ridder.
"I gave $37,000. Mr.
where "Bald Jack" Rose claims he Bryan made a rule that no one should
spent the night after leaving the mur- contribute more than $10,000. So
der car, while it was on its way up
was subscribed to my name and
town on its deadly mission. Dougher-erteach of my sons gave $9,000."
closeted himself with them at
"Did August Belmont
contribute
once.
Chairman
anything in 190S," asked
It was reported that one matter up Clapp.
on which Dougherty purposed to ques
"No, he did not," said Mr. Ridder
tion them was concerning the myste
Mr. Belmont had told the commitrious "Harry Brown" who it is altee recently that he had contributed
leged, is mentioned in the affidavit
nafrom Dora Gilbert, Rosenthal's di about $250,000 to the democratic
vorced wife, which had to do with Ro tional committee in 1904.
"Did Mr. Thomas P. Ryan contribsenthal's private life. It was believed by some that "Harry Brown" is ute in 190S," continued Senator Clapp.
"No, he didn't."
none other than Rose.
"Might he have contributed to some
Commissioner
Deputy
Dougherty
refused to disclose what he had learn one e!se?"
"No one unless Mr. Sheehan
no, I
ed from the bath attendants but de
clared that when the truth becomes am sure he did not through Mr. Sheeknown the police department will be han because the amount he contributed was too small."
completely exonerated.
Lieutenant Becker broke his silence
Tammany Hall contributed $10,000
end
of Mr. Ridder told the committee
today by making an explanation
where he got the money with which Robert Ewing of New Orleans colhe purchased a new house in the lected $37,000 mostly in five and ten
Bronx several months ago. The fact cent pieces.
of this purchase was called to his at
The witness recalled with the aid
tention in connection with the charg of the official record that 25,000 names
es of Rosenthal that Becker was his were enrolled on the list of contributsilent partner in the gambling house. ors.
He picked the largest ones,
Becker said he bought the. house
into the record contributions
from a saloonkeeper wiho was "down putting
Edward
W. P. Sheehan,
Goltra,
by
on his luck" at a cost of $6,000 and
John W. Cox, and David R. Francis
had told Commissioner Waldo of the
of $3,000 each; John T. McGraw,
Some time after, Becker
purchase.
Edward M. Sheppard, H. H. Lehsaid, he borrowed $3,000 from his
brother and bought two adjoining lots. man, Delancey Nicoll, D. E. Conway,
"I have been on the force 19 years," Norman Mack and J. Sargent Cham,
said Becker, "and my wife has been a $1,000 each; Morgan J. O'Brien $500;
school teacher for 17 years. In fact, Nathan Strauss $1,250 and Samuel
she is still teaching. We have saved Untermeyer $2,500.
No money was received from corup our money and bought this propporations for the campaign, Mr. Rid
erty."
, . .
$10,-00-

y

$2,-00-
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The Little Store
the

"Soltaire" Goods. Always the Leader

WITH

G

CERY

Southern Corner Piaza,

Santa Fe. Telephone

ALL

CASH

PURCHASES.

WE

WHOLESALE

GIVE

C
No. 40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

of Santa Fe Shows the
Way.
Only one way to cure a bad back.
Liniment and plasters may relieve
Resident

OCEAN TO OCEAN
TOO CARBUNCLES
CAR ARRIVES IN
NEW YORK CITY
BACK OF NECK

Xew York, July 20. Dusty and sunmotor car
their
burned,
it.
cure
won't
They
scarred and battered and its tires Suffered Intense
Backache means sick kidneys.
Agony. Could Not
Doan's Kidney Pills are tor bad nearly worn oft with three thousand
Rest
Used Cuticura
or
Sleep.
more
of
across
and
miles
the
travel
kidneys.
Soap and Ointment. Carbuncles
Santa Fe people back them up.
continent, the pilot party of the
Ocean to Ocean Highway association
Read a case of it:
Gone,
Completely Cured.
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa rolled down Broadway and into the
Fe, N. Mex., says: "About two and a plaza in front of the city hall. The
Veteran's Home, Napa Co., Cal.
"I
half years ago I gave a pubiic state- - tour men in the machine had made Tras afflicted with two
carbuncles on the
ment telling of mv exnerience with, the trip from Los Angeles to Xew back of my neck. The doctor said they
were the largest carbuncles he
Dona's Kidney Pills.
They com- York to blaze the trail for a new cross
ever saw. I suffered the most
pletely rid me of pains in my back country motor route, connecting the
intense aKony, so much that
which had troubled me off and on for blush of dawn with the crimson
I could not rest or sleep for
When I stooped or brought sunset.
months.
One waa
about a month.
In the car were Colonel Dell M.
a strain on my loins, I suffered more
lanced four times. When the
first began to get better anseverely and there were various Potter, Clifton, Ariz, the national orother broke out and waa
other difficulties which convinced ine.ganizer for the association; Judge
equally as painful as the first
that my trouble came from disordered!.!. M. Lowe of Kansas City, president
one. 1 heard of Cuticura Soap
I finally used Doan's Kid of the National Old Trail Ocean to
kidneys.
and Ointment
good for such things,
ney Pills and they brought prompt 'Ocean Highway Association; Bert C. so I procured abeing
box of Cuticura Ointment
I continued taking them and' Smith of the Los Angeles Times, and and a cako of Cuticura
relief.
Soap. I washed
it was not long before every symptom John Zak, chauffeur for Harry E. An-o- f both the carbunclea with Cuticura Soap
drews, managing editor of the Los frequently whenever any pus began to
trouble had disappeared."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Angeles Times, who furnished the car gather, and applied the Cuticura Ointment.
I felt relief after the first use of Cuticura
Co., Buffalo, for the trip.
cents. Foster-MuburAll of the party bore the signs of Soap and Ointment, and In a week's time
New York, sole agents for the United
were gone and I waa combattle with desert sun and the moun- both carbunclea
Statps.
cured. I have not been troubled since.
After calling on tihe pletely
Remember the name Doan's and tain fastnesses.
"I also had eczema of the scalp. My
mayor and being received
by him, scalp Itched fearfully and pimples began to
take no other.
went to Coney Island,
where, break out which emitted pus, and my head
with considerable ceremony, assisted became sore and scaly. I had dandruff also.
by the crowd at the resort, a bottle I used Cuticura Soap for a shampoo with
of Pacific Ocean water, brought across hot water, and used tho Cuticura Ointment
on my scalp, and it afforded Instant relief,
was emptied into the Atlantic.
It followed
by absolute cure." (Signed) George
InstrucPublic
of
at
all.
made no disturbance
Superintendent
11. Wetsell, Dec. 11, 1911.
tion Alvan X. White has sent out the
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
SUED EVELYN THAW FOR GOWN
following letter:
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
BILL.
Skin Book. Adeach mailed free, with 32-July ISth, 1912.
Complaint was filed today in the dress
Boston."
d
"Cuticura,
Dept.T,
Dear Sir Of the funds in the hands
court in the suit against EvTender-facemen should use Cuticura
of the state treasurer to the credit of supreme
Louise
Xesbit
Thaw,
by
free.
elyn
brought
20c.
Sample
the common school income fund, 1 & Co., the Fifth Avenue modistes, who Soa: Shaving Stick,
have made this eighteenth day of assert that Mrs. Thaw owes them
here, of course!
July, 1012, the following apportionfor gowns they furnished
Reasonably Sure.
ment among the several counties of $2,970.75
her after the trial of her husband, (From the Chicago
)
the state, as prescribed by law, said
K. Thaw, for the murder of
Harry
of government
favor
in
"Are
you
cents
to
apportionment being thirty
The gowns were ownership?"
Stantord White.
each person enumerated for school
bought, the complaint says, between
"Most emphatically, yes."
purposes:
30 and December 7, 190S. Some
"Very well, I guess you're not con
Enumer- - Amt. Appor- - April
of the articles mentioned in the bill cealing any bonds that you ought to
tioned.
ation
County.
of the plaintiff are a gray and blue. be
76S3
paying taxes on. I'm the assess
Bernalillo
$ 2,303.50
$S5; blue parasol, $45; cretonne or."
5633
1,693.90 hat,
Chaves
black
hat
hat, $30;
feathers, $75;
The Plant In His Garden.
4008
Colfax
1,229.40
chiffon dress.
"Is that plant I see in your garden
864.00 pond lily dress, $300;
2SS0
Curry
$300; white net waist, $50;
pongee a perennial of an annual?''
4SS7
1,496.10
Dona Ana
and checked coat, $100; red rose veil,
"Neither. It's a failure."
403S
1,211.40
Eddy
$20; ivory fan, $30; cretonne parasol,
Knew From Experience.
50G7
1,520.10
Grant
dress.
white
$235;
$325; yellow dress,
"That doctor is something of a cy
3419
1,025.70
Guadalupe
697.50 $350; pink dress, $330; and velvet hat. nic."
2323
Lincoln
$30.
"As to how?"
1207
1,370.40
Luna
"He says when a man has a malady
4368
Mora
1,370.40 THE GOULDS OFF FOR EUROPE.
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Gould and it's a disease, and when a woman has
27S.10
927
McKinley
683.10 fami'y were passengers on the Lusi- it, it's a complaint."
2277
Otero
on tania for T.ivprnnnl vesterdav. With
She Was Wise.
3793
Quay
were Mr. and
1 644.90 JIr- al)d Mrs- Gould
5483
Rio Arriba
He. I handed in my resignation a
Irs- Anthony J. Drexel, Jr., Edith the club
3369
Roosevelt
1,070.70
tonight.
613.20 Kingdon Drexel, Kingdon Gould and
Sandoval . .
...2044
She. If that is how you wish me
The party was ac- to believe you came out of the place
647.70 Gloria Gould.
San Juan .
...2159
by eight servants, and you should have brushed a bit of tfae
2,342.70 companied
..7S09
San Miguel
1,768.50 occupied one of the large suites on dirt off first.
...5S93
Santa Fe . .
425.10 deck B.
They intend to go to Sefton
...1417
Sierra . . .
How Long Can He Stand It?
1,353.00 Park, the home of Lord and Lady
Socorro . . .
A negro woman was arguing and
...4510,
outside of Lon1 204 SO Cedes, fifteen miles
4016
Taos
arguing with her husband, and when
744.60 don- to remain until September, when she had finished he said; "Dinah, yo'
...2483
Torrance
1.299.90 Lady Decies, who was formerly Miss talk don't affect me no mo' than a
Vnion ..
...4333
"
Valencia
1,021.20 Vivien Gould, expects to become a
...3404
mother.
"Well, niggah," she answered, "I'se
100,043
FREDERICK BOND, ACTOR, TO gawna keep yo' scratchin'."
$30,013.50
JAIL.
Kindness.
Very truly yours,
ALVAX X. WHITE,
Frederick Bond, the actor, was re- "Has my boy been kind to the dumb
State Superintendent, leased from Ludlow Street jail yester- animals today?"
I let your canary out
The city of Roswell and neighbor- - day. after spending a few days there,
"Yes, mama.
iug towns have petitioned the corpo- - Caroline Bond, who divorced him a of her cage, and when my cat cauglht
ration commission to investigate the 'ear a8. Kot n order for $50 a week it I set Towser on her."
Proof.
rittes on clauses and corrections now alimony. Bond fell behind and Mrs.
Drum-Tie- r
(in wine). Have you tastcharged and collected by the Santa 1Hon(1 brought suit in tihe city court
ed that sample of wine I left with
Fe system, urging that they are un- - to collect from his sureties. The
and discriminatory.
Aitors bondsmen surrendered him and you, madame?
Madame. Xo, I haven't, but I don't
hearing on this matter will be held at h went to tne Ludlow street jail.
Roswell, August 7, at which time iTne C0UIt decided that he had a legal think it can be any great shakes, for
Commissioners Owen and Grove wil!'r'S"t to be released because of the it's been here three days and the serattend and listen to the evidence of,sl,lt against the surety.
vants have barely touched it.
HERE'S EIGHT MILLION FOR A
the contending parties
Decision Suspended.
BLONDE.
Two corporation filings were made
"Father, our daughter is being
L.
David
Hardenbrook, a real estate courted by a poet.'
yesterday with the corporation com mission, these being, the Mohawk Con - iUealer ot Brooklyn, is looking for ai "Is that so, mother? I'll kick him
per and Mining Company of Lords- - yo,lng girl wltn Dluo e"es and a hap- - out
who would like to mar"Xot so fast. Investigate first and
burg with J. C. Volk. Charles Vohner, py disposition
widower with eieht find out Whether he works for a mag
P. V. Banks, all of Lordsburg as in- ry a
Mr. Hardenbrook azine or for a breakfast food fao
The paid up stock is million dollars.
corporators.
Also the Raynolds Addition wouldn't tell who the maritally in- tory."
$2,400.
Company of Albuquerque, with P. F. clined old gentleman is, or how he
McCanna, Jonathan Raynolds. F. L. made the eight million dollars. The
The capital stock is $30,000 widower with all that money has two
lloge.
and the business ist o be buying and children about forty years old, who
Ali your UrnagUt for
don't like the idea of their father
selling real estate.
dipping into matrimony again.
But
that field not deter aspirants for the
SUNDAY BAND PROGRAM.
I
widower's 'hand, Mr. Hardenbrook
JtK.VMt P1L1.S for lift
ti 'UAAIONIas Best,
Saf e?t. Always Kdtat-"The Royal Trumpeters," March says.
A
Here are the specifications:
fy Sillyearn known
RV RDiiriniCTt pipdvuucsi:
by A. L. Brown.
Twenty years old, blonde hair and
"A Dream
of Spring," Morceau blue eyes; rosy cheeks and a smile
P. Hans Flath.
iuai umu nidi me irosi irom tne
CT TE
"Romantic,"
W. H. window panes during the winter
Overture,
DAUUAUC A!D
MA
Kiefer.
in gs.
EXPRESS LINE.
A
"Krmine," Grand Selection,
MOTOR TOUR FOR
SUFFRAGE.
A motor car parade over a route 120
"Take Me Bnck to The Garden
Red 161.
miles long is to be held in northern
of Love," by Xat Osborn.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
"Andulusian Serenade,"by C. Bon- Xew Jersey, August 13, under the
net.
auspices of the advocates of woman's
It is expected that about
"Mammy's Shufflin' Dance," by M. suffrage.
four hundred machines will be in
J. Gideon.
line.
"Ragtime
and
Violin," March
AN ANAESTHETIC KILLED HIM.
Two Step, by Irving Berlin.
James E. Childs,
and
BARTOLO RAMIREZ,
manager of the Xew York,
general
Director.
Ontario and Western railroad, is dead
at a hospital here of heart failure
NEW YORK COTTON.
of an
following the administration
Xew York, July 20. Spot cotton anaesthetic.
Mr. Childs had gone to
closed quiet; middling uplands 12.80, the
hospital for a minor operation.
gulf 13.05. Xo sales.
He was 64 years old.
A
MOTOR RAN
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
AWAY.
A
ss.
motor car got beLucas count.
yond control on the main thoroughFrank J. Cheney makes oath that he fare of Coney Island shortly before
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. midnight and after a wild run down
Cheney & Co., doing business In the the crowded street, smashed itself
City of Toledo, County and State against a curbing, throwing out its
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay forty passengers and injuring fifteen
for
All of the injured are exthe sum of OXE HUNDRED DOL- persons.
The accident is
LARS for each and every case of Ca- pected to recover.
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use blamed to a defective steering gear.
FILLERS
ot HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
A Bit Different.
FRAXK J. CHENEY.
Lawyer (to witness) Did you say
Sworn to before me and subscribed
to my presence, this 6th day of. De- that an incompetent man could keep
a hotel just as well as anybody? WitThirty years' of experience in
cember, A. D. 1SS6.
ness Xo.
I said an inexperienced
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
tailoring in seme of the largest
man could. London
Notary Public
cities in Europe and America.
Demands.
HaTs Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
Knlcker What's the matter with
nally and acts directly upon the blood Smith? Bocker His baby wants the
and mucous surfaces of the system.
101 Washington Avenue.
moon, and his wife wants the earth.
Send for testimonials, free.
New York Sun.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Of Course.
Phone Black 22J.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Little Boy (at ticket office) I want
Take Hall's Family Pills for
a return ticket, please. Ticket agent (foods Called for and Delivered.
Where to? Little boy Why, back

Vf

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

-

in tit

BUSINESS AT LITTLE PRICES

LEO HERSCH

45

WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT

Iola
El Toro

DHOTI

A

Mft

rVlVIWinU

MENT
rELITILIU

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

R. J. CRICHTON

Lumber and Coal Yard
of Building Materials.

All Kinds

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Ifard

Phone, Red

Ul

Hickox Street, Nearl'nion Depot.

Phone, Red

100

100

Phone, Red

100

-

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

Wood

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F, Railroad Depot.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas- s

Phone Main

139

LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310 San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 25c ana 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 way. Good covered- hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
french Noodle Order TOc a disn,
furnished commercial men to take In
Kew Yerk Chop Sucy 50c
the surrounding tomns. Wlr B'.nbude
Station.

"Two Doors Below F. Andrews
Regular Meals 25 cents.

Store.

TIE

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

ALBANY HOTEL

BUSI-

SOON

IS

A

SQUARE

BUSI-

NESS.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

If

14.

Its Hardware We Have

Phone 14

It.

Why Import Mineral Water
,

:

WHEN

THE

YOU CAN GET

?

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.
Capital City Bank Bldg.

FRANK M.JONES.

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

-

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
For Full Information Call,

-

flea-bite.-

IlightI

t

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part.
The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

IN

CHICHESTER S PILLS e

OW!

r

riir

Jako-bowsk- i.

IS QUITE SO

Phone

NOTHING as to touch

the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
for
the hurried breakfast, your vacu-uready
cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Estimates and full inforday and nsght
mation cheeer fully given.

m

The Tailor

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

SIGHT-SEEIN-

sight-seein-

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with batb.

BUSINESS

OUR

WANT AND BY DOING

WHAT THE PEOPLE

JULIUS MURALTER

Rooms With Bath

SOUR WAY OF DOING

WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING

GOING TO BLOW OU.

d

Record-Herald.-

I

NESS.

post-car-

is

.

.V,

WE SOCK THE KNIFE INTO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG

p.

Phone Black

y

ma

&

11 Ul VSSsrat

OFFICIAL NEWS.

FOOD.

STOCK

A

tt;

Again Reminds You of the Superior

Quality and Large Variety of

ONE WAY OUT.

SATURDAY, JULY 20, 1912.

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

g

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken
Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Pope Motor
Cycle
Power

J.RRHOADS

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

Step Ladders,
Screens and
Screen Doors

4 Horse

A

Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.

FURNITURE REPAIRING AND
UPHOLSTERING.

Tit-Bit-

You cannot get up to Jate printing
unless you have
material
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Your
orders are always assured personal at

Mention.

You cannot get up to date printing
material
jnless you have
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Your erders are always assured per

sonal attention.

104 Galisteo
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH BROS..Agts.,

Santa Fe.

Telephone

157 W.

::

Stree
SANTA

Fl ,

i

Elegantly Furnished Rooms To Rtrt
Rooms elegantly furnished an 'uaccording
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new Ing all modern conveniences, li n:tv
State form, for sate by th
Nr.T log electric light, steam heat
Mexican Printing Company.
baths, In the Kirst National Put.- All legal blanks prepared

-'

SATURDAY, JULY 20, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

AN OLD

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

17-1- 8

-

Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District.

6YW"

GONE
BIG THREE
SING
OF

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

C. W. G. WARD,
State District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora Countie.
New Mexico.
Las Vegas, - - HARRY

D.

Attorney-at-Law-

MOULTON,
.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,
Attorney
Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
N. M.
H. L. ORTIZ,

and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practicing before all the Courts la
the State.
New Mexico
Santa Fe, Attorney

SOME WORKING

AS

OTHER

mm time
YOU

THE

USE TO

DAYS

GIRLS LOSE TOO

BY

RING CIRCUS

AND TALK

ANTICS

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsel a.' at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to caset
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

CLOWN

TALKS OF DAYS

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
looms
Capltl City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Practice in the District Court ag
well as before tlie Supreme t'ourt ol
the State.
New Mexico
Las Cruces, -

TIME

PAGE THREE

CAN'T

Two Girls Tell

FUNNY MEN
DO-I- TS

TISE?
Tell your story to

Readers 'or

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your

ment

in 25

Sun-

Deday issue, for $12 per insertion.
scriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos. New Mexico.

UME BROWN,

DR. W.

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red i.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. at. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

DR.

J. M. DIAZ,
DON

RESIDENCE,

To

THESE DAYS

EUROPEAN CAPITAL

Proposals will be received by the
City Council of the City of Santa Ke,
New Mexico, for the construction of
one bridge on Cerrilos street, and
two bridges on Galisteo street, ,vith-j
in the city limits of the City of Santa
Ke.
i'Ums and specifications
are
now on ti.o ;n the office of the City
Clerk.
Didders will be permitted to
submit plans and specifications
of
their own (subject to the approval
of the City Council) together wilh
their bid. All bids will be opened on
the !tl day of August. A. P., 1912, at
S o'clock p. m.
The City Council reserves the right to reject any and all
bids.
CEI.SO I.OI'KZ.

Furnished for attractive enterprise!
in all substantial lines of business.

GASPAR

AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
to 3 P. M.
OFFICE HOURS.
1

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.
George L. Higbie, Manton, Mich.,
used Foley Kidney Pills for kidney
l
and bladder trouble. He says:
find for my case no other medicine
equals Foley Kidney Pills for beneficial effect." They are a safe and
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
drugs. Sold by all druggists.

i

j

Railroads, Tractions, Water & Elec-tri- e
Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Mining, Agricultural & Industrial.
Iiond. Debenture and Stock Issue
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
Properties purchased for European
exploitation and investment.
Financial Undertakings of all sort
handled.
Miscellaneous commissions and orders of ail characters accepted for ex
ecution in any European country.
full le
Correspondence enclosing
tr.ils at first wiring invited.

There is nothing that teaches more
than experience.
We therefore quote
from the letters of two girls who sufi"
i
LOTS OF ART IN
fered and were restored to health. The
1
same remedy is within reach of all.
BANKERS ALLIANCE
THE INTERNATIONAL
MAKING FOLKS LAUGH
"Prior to taking-thBrooklyn, N. Y.
first bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Bloomsbury Street
Vegetable Compound I suffered agony
London,
England,
(From Kansas City Star.
.Mayor.
every month, but after your wonderful Attest:
When the clown pops into the win- medicine had been taken a while I felt a
FACUNDO ORTIZ,
dow of the quaint old Dutch ilorist's little better, and after takincr seven bot
New Mexicar want afls. a' ways
City Clerk.
Is pleasing many women. It enables the housewife to broil
home, in the first act of "Tlie Return tles of it I feel that I can truly say I July 9, 1912,
results.
bring
as well on the New Perfection Stove as over a coal fire.
of Peter Grimm" sings a little song have no more nain or inconvenience.
that ends:
"As I am out in the business world as
And of course you
It uses all the heat.
What shall the wedding breakfast be? a stenographer, I come in contact with
are familiar wilh. the
A hard boiled egg and a cup of tea,
It cooks evenly.
many girls, and when the opportune mo.ISO. S. MlTC'HKI.l,
A(! ISU.ICKK
ment arrives I tell them about the VegIt broils both sides at once.
i
LOS
ANGELES
and then, tossing in a couple of etable Compound and I know that quite
It doesn't smoke.
hand bills, pops out again like a jack- - a tew are taking it." Helen C'anet,
NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
Cook-stov- e
it sets the city folks to i 556 Dean St.
of
For
kind
It is such a convenience all the year
is
clown
that
RATES
wondering.
$1.00 and $1.50 per day.
Another Girl's Experience.
round. It will bake, broil, roast and toast
a stranger to almost all of them.
With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00
Okla.-am a stenog"I
Tishomingo,
just as well as a regular coal range.
The reason is that the old fashioned
and
and Lydia E.
rapher
The New Perfection Slove is handsomely
"talking and singing clown" is seen
Pinkham s Vegeta- finished in nickel, v.ilh cabinet top, drop shelve,
only in the small road circuses that
towrl racks, et
ble Compound has
of
out
the
Free Cook Boot; wi'h every ;tnve.
in
the
small,
way
rlay
saved my life. I am
aln given to anyone wncing 5 cents to
and
towns
villages.
Cover mailing coit.
m
enjoying the best of
IN THE SAWDUST RING 52 YEARS.
health now, hut I was
Albert Gaston, one of the oldest of
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
suffering from fe- the old type of circus clown, dropped
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
male troubles and
j
into Kansas City a few days ago for
Boise, Salt Lake City
periods,
painful
t!:!
a short vacation.
is
who
Gaston,
and w o u d h a v e
years old, has been a circus man fiftybackache, headache
two years.
and fainting spells.
If any woman would
"If it weren't for the little wagon
nlmivc thai ctill
like to write to me
in, lm
TEXASltions." he said yesterday, "we old fe!- - I will gladly answer her letter and tell
Ilows would have had lo change our her what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
" Mrs.
profession ....years ago. In fact, I have Compound has done for me.
SPECIAL EXCURSION FROM SANTA FE
i
,
i
.1
Matttf Popi.'vh a vpr ' TietinmiiicTd
i.i
to '
Lime aim anowiei
San Antonio, Texas, July 20. The San Antonio, Rockport & Mexicill
l ve been witn about
(ikimber of commerce of this city railway was begun.
Increasing m lor, you Know,
old circus man, as his face lighted up
I
always get
celebrated today at a luncheon in the interest, and intensity as it progress- every circus going but
M.
wilh a smile. It is a very kindly
show.
a
to
back
wagon
Gunter hotel the raising of a $2."0,- - ed, the completion of it, celebrated at
old
smile
this
old
fashioned
that
to
and
and
"I
like
talk,
yon
sing
001
cash bonus for the building ofj the luncheon today, caused rejoicing
isil
there is
:i
ringed circus. clown carries about.
The campaign can't do it in a big
tne San Antonio. Rockport and Mexi- throughout the city.
something about it that makes you
do anything
but
You
can't
can railway. What may be accom- was begun among the banks, jobbing
And wonder where you've seen it before.
about work in the big
plished by energy and activity has bouses and larger property owners, the
And then it strikes you that he
man
smiled
little
disdainfully.
been shown by members of the cham- extending to the retail trade and finmuch like the pictures of P. T.
ber of commerce, who have raised this ally the popular demand to conii iTjute A PLEASURE TO AMUSE PEOPLE. Hanium, whom he used to know and
l!B!8WB
beof
about
art
lot
a
"Now
there's
in
in
citizens
from
fund
lo
resulted
the
the
subscriptions
year subscriptions
work for.
?ltr,.niiO cash bonus for Ihe San An-- from small property owners and wage- ing a good clown a Sliakesperean
"I like the old fashioned way the
"It's such a
tonio, Uvalde and Gulf railroad, $1fio,-00- earners. Tne people were uetei niiiieu clown," he continued.
best," he added, after a pause, "le
for the ohambefof commerce and to have this railroad, believed neces- pleasure to amuse people in a legiti- the big show it's hustle hustle hus$2T0.000 bonus for the San Antonio, sary for San Antonio to maintain her mate way instead of having some- tle from
But
morning until night.
inRockport & Mexican railroad.
supreiuacy as the metropolis of Texas. one hit you over the head with
with the little one we have
more
around
bladders
and
ohase
flated
at
to
you
once,
be
is
The year 1312 will be remembered Construction
begun
time. We go to sleep after the perin Sail Antonio as one of the greatest material, and equipment being now a ring.
formance, when tlie journeys aren't
Anin its history.
First in importance here. It will extend between San
"You see, in the small shows we long and usually
All
they're not from
was the amalgamation of all the civic tonio and Rockport, adjacent to Aran- can talk to folks. I never know when one
village to the next. And then,
connectof
is
it
with
which
I
into
sas
chamber
the
what.
I'm going when we start and go down the councome into the ring
harbor,
organizations
Office, School of
commerce, making it tne largest in ed by its own rails and where it. is to say first. Oh, there's uch a lot of try road in tihe
on a
early
starlight,
the south and almost the second larg- erecting wharves and warehouses. odds and ends that I've gathered and summer morning, with
Archaeology in
just a red
est in the country. Hardly had this This line will be IfiO miles in length. stored up that I don't plan it out at lantern swinging on the rear
of
axle
been accomplished before the mem- - At the same time the railroad will be all. I just e tip the audience
and each wagon, and feel the fresh, cool
hers were called on to raise the 'built due south between San Antonio then 1 try them out.
air and hear the birds sing why,
bonus for the San Antonio, Uvalde & and the lower Rio Grande valley, opof course, if the crowd
is isn't it a lot better than being bump"Now,
For particulars call on or address,
Antonio
of
San
Cult railway, aow being constructed ening to the trade
over a railroad track
rough and boisterous they like some- ed lickety-spli- t
between San Antonio and a point on one of the richest districts in the
in a great long rattling train?
thing like this:
N. M.
SANTA
the gulf coast near Aransas harbor, the world.
H. S. LUTZ,
"You bet it is!" said the veteran
The work of the chamber of com- You can stop the music you can slop clown. And he
new deep water port for this city,
to
his
head
nodded
t'he show
which, being 100 miles closer than merce, the effectiveness of which has
You can stop a rooster when he starts emphasize it.
Galveston, will effect a large saving been shown this year; the two new
to crow
in freight rates.
railroads to the coast and to t'he port
CUT HIM UP.
are three things you can't
A Mexican named R. Martinez and
Immediately afterward, in a cam- that is nearest in the United States to but there
paign lasting four weeks, $1(50,000 was the Panama canal, and the new rail- stop!
thought to be menially unbalanced,
raised for the support and mainten- road into the lower Rio Grande valley, AND THEN THE CROWD LAUGHS was arrested during the early mornWhat are they'." the ringmaster ing hours
ance of the chamber of commerce, re- assure to San Antonio a trade and
Thursday by Santa Fe
sulting also in a noticeable increase manufacturing development that will, asks.
night watchman Pat McLaughlin, af
"
I
'the
rolling
alanswer,
'Why,'
it is believed, double within the next
in civic pride and harmony, which
ter a hard tussle in which the vagrant
the setting sun and the girls, cut the
ready has attracted much favorable decade the present population of the waves,
night watchman several
notice for San Antonio.
citv, now about 112.000, and give her of Bartlettsville from chewing guml'j times about the hands. When lodged
CORNDODGER . LAST
About two weeks ago the campaign the continued undisputed right to the! Or whatever the name of the town is,; safely within the custody of the city
Bartlettsville.
it
if
isn't
to raise the bonus of $250,000 for the title of metropolis of Texas.
the man became more tractable
"But when the people are nice and jail,
and
that he had been
refined and show that tlhey appreciate: an acknowledged
of an asylum at one time.
inmate
NO SCANDALS IN CIRCUS LIFE.
playing chess. In towns where the something better I give it to them. The attack upon the night watchman
see Now, for example maybe there's a was without
and was
(Anna Steese Richardson in McCalPs sights are worth seeing, you will
provocation
them making up small parties and fine horse in the ring. I step into the doubtless made by the man without
Magazine.)
on
and
him
hand
and
say:
my
a
car.
put
ring
sightseeing
Scandals seldom rise in circus life, hiring
due consideration of the consequenCircus women are great readers.
ces. Raton Range.
it has been said that this is largely
a
A horse is
noble animal,
due to tihe fact that couples are bound T.he daily papers come first. Then
woman has her favorite family With skin as sleek as a maiden's
together by professional interests. To each
In these days of high cost of living,
cheek
Xext conies popular fica medicine that gets a man up out of
quarrel means to break up the team magazine.
a
like
star.
an
And
or
novels
eye
shining
plenin
magazine form,
or troupe and reorganize. But I be- tion
with prancing bed and able to work in a few days is
lieve the reason of their clean lives ty of action, romance, good, sound, His nostrils wide,
a valuable and welcome remedy. John
beare
love.
wholesome
pride
They
happy
this.
lies deeper than
Heath, Michigan Bar, Cal., had kidney
mane expands.
and
His
mind
are
of
cause
clean
fiery
body,
they
to
They are healthy, normal, wholein their passions ana Yet he can be held by a silken and bladder trouble, was confined
some lot of men and women, proud of soul, primitive
turn
to
without
unable
his
help.
bed,
never
idle.
and
are
thread,
their good names. Young girls are not pleasures
"I commenced using
Fo'ey Kidney
Or caressed by an infant's hand.
permitted to travel among them
Pills and can truly say I was relieved
MR. GASTON RESEMBLES
POSITION,
ADVANCEMENT,
If mothers cannot come
His example is worth folP. T. BARNUM. at once."
SUCCESS.
with the girls they must be under the
Sold
tihe
by all druggists.
fine?''
isn't
to
that
asked
lowing.
a
"Business
"Xow,
Education
Doorway
WANT TO TALK
care of fathers, older married sisters
eve'y
or relatives who are responsible and Success," is a little pamphlet
strict. A performer Who pays court young man should read. It is issued
HPgBiiii mi tmn rgj 1
to a young girl is expected to an- .o further the cause of business eduto
and
the
with
cation
inspire
youth
nounce his 'intentions" in short order.
ambition and determination to sucOtherwise he will be ostracized.
The circus woman who is fond of ceed.
It is a fact vouched for by every
music generally finds kindred souls
You'll find a business man that a business train-among the performers.
FOR ONE SHORT MOMENT!
group here playing cards, another ing is an absolute necessity to every
young person contemplating a busi-ness career. And it is a highly useful
Semi-Annuacquisition to every man or woman,
whatever his occupation.
W ft
Ask the men who have succeeded to
I
what they attribute their success and
will tell you it was due to a
Health Is the foundation of all good they
business training. Alien
thorough
If
looks. The wise woman realizes this
Foote, president of the Ohio state
her
to
preserve
and takes precautions
board of commerce says "that mor.
health and strength through the pe. failures in business are due to lack
riod of child bearing. She remains a of proper business training than
tj
pretty mother by avoiding as far as all other causes combined," and he
us
I
suuci.ub
most
yuoaiuio
may also add that
.
......... y,u- -u continues,
,
sucn occasions, m,
ima ciwj vtmmon
successes are directly due to such
of
The
Mother's
of
use
may do through the
training."
Friend, a remedy that ha3 been so Ion?
woman
and
Now, young
young
in use, and accomplished so much
man, is the time to make that educagood, that it is in no sense an experi- tion yours.
The Albuquerque Busiment, but a preparation which always ness
College, through its courses in
ia
I
for
best
results.
the
produces
Offered.
banking, or
external application and so penetrating business, stenography,
for
will
civil
you
service,
prepare
In Us nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon in- business.
Write today for "Business Kduca-tiovolved during the period before baby
It is
a Doorway to Success."
I
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tender-- j free.
COLBUSINESS
neas and soreness, and perfectly pre-- j ALBUQUERQUE
Shoe Smartness to the Limit. Have you seen the NEW
LEGE.
pares the system for natural and safe
OXFORDS? They're Beauties.
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
Albuquerque, X. M.
I
I"
used and endorsed by thousands of
A Special School by SpecIaliJH.
Our
Notice
Our
Notice
mothers, and its use will prove a com
Windows
fort ana benetit
Society Stationery The New Mex
to any woman In
See
LAlf)t2iUj
Where
can
on
hand
have
Company
Printing
need of such a
make
latest
can
Our
the
and
up
promptly
remedy. Mother's
uility
forms in society stationery. The ne
Friend is sold at
Window
Meets
drug stores. Write for free book foi size correspondence cards, etc. OrPrice
Display
expectant mothers, which contains ders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
much valuable Information.
your selection from.
B&ADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. AtkaU. C.
5

Our New Perfection Broiler

18

HOLLENBECK

HOTEL

Piety Perfect on.
Oil

book-keepe- r,

r

c

"Green Corn Dance"
Santo Domingo,

HOW THEY DO THINGS
IN SAN ANTONIO,

Sunday, August 4th, 1912

li.

j

ni.-!c-

JJ

and returning the
Leaving at 8:10 A.
same day at the low rate of

i

advertise-

leading newspapers'

d

It.

JUST

'

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVt.v

How-Avoi-

NOTICE.

knock-shows.-

"

look-ver-

y

1
0

for

the round trip has been secured.

persons wishing to make the trip should
register at the Secretary's
the Governor's Palace,
American
by or before Thursday, August 1st.

si--

Agent

FE,

Just a Moment, Sir !

WE

j

uniicns

THE

IIUUdL

Clearing Sale.

al

The Extremely

Low Keyboard
makes this Burroughs Visible adding machine very convenient for use on either a
high or low desk for the
manager

or the bookkeeper.

It is light and easy to
carry about the office can,
be used where it is needed.
It is a Burroughs product,
made in the biggest
and
mos efficient adding machine
factory In the world, and is
backed
y the Burroughs
reputatibn and guarantee of
continuous Service.
May we show you this
Burroughs "Visible," at our
expense and risk, without
obligating you?
Burroughs

Adding Machine Co.,

W. H. LONG,
P.O . Box 702,

Sales Manafer.

El Paso, Texas.

ii

j

ummer Shoes

Are you ready for yours?
re you going to come right here, where
the best of MEN'S SHOES are to be

found ?

j

TWO MORE WEEKS.
Best Bargains

SEASONABLE MERCHANDISE

$3,00, $3.50, $4.00

I,

Ever

til

TIE WI T

II f) IP

'

CATRON BLOCK.

r

you wish to invest

$5.00

the best Shoes for the money await
you here!
BUTTON, LACE or BLUCHERS
BRIGHT or DULL LEATHERS
SHOE COMFORT, DURABILITY

j

11

fohn yflueger
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Cleveland

3 11

Batteries: Waihop and

SATURDAY, JULY 20, 1912.
3

Sweeney,

REBEL

Gregg and Livingston.

boats participated in the various
ents.
Today's results were:
Norway It points; Sweden 13;
4; France 3.

R. H. E.
At Washington.
0
3 S
Washington
3 6 1
St. Louis
and
Batteries: Hughes, Johnson
Ainsmith; Baumgardncr, Allison and
strength and sp?ed and was fighting Kriehells. (Game called e:id eleventh
better than when he started.
Of account darkness.
course, the foul wasn't intentional and
it. didn't hurt Rivers in the least, but
At Philadelphia (2d game) R. H. E
i' cost Tommy Dixon a fight and a Philadelphia
2
3 11
1
great chance to make money. Now Detroit
6 11
there is no chance for a return match.
Batteries: Pennock, and Thomas;
Rivers has outgrown
the feather- Dubbs and Onslow, Stanage.
weight division and now is a lightweight."
R. H. E.
At New York (2d game)
New York
...4 9 1
4 2
. .'.0
Cleveland
(C. .1. in Los Angeles Times.)
Jim Flynn has left for the east to
Batteries: Caldwell and Sweeney;
begin all over again.
Begin what? Kaler, Steen and Neill.
In the
Certainly not the goat stuff.
east, where boxing is controlled by
WESTERN.
a commission, fighters must conform
At Sioux City. Wichita-SiouCity
to the rules. The writer honestly game postponed; wet grounds.
would like to sec Flynn do well. He is
a game fellow and does not care for
the hard knocks that go with the
game, but Jim must improve his manners,
it is said that Manager Curley
CHICAGO GRAIN.
expects to land a match for the fire
man with Al Palzer. However, it was
Chicago, 111., July 20. Wheat prices
only recently that Albert announced weakened today because of official
mat jeems must go forth and "get statements that the closing of the
a reputation."
Palzer is in the un Dardanelles would be deferred . The
to
lower. Sep
ciass, you Know, and can opening was
a
to 94
tember started at 94
dictate just like a champion.
loss of
and declined to
to

ev-

UP

BANDS

JUST A GIRL qHND HER
LIVING JIS SHE MeflDE IT

BREAK

REPIDLY

(By a Girl.)
GOVERNMENT
MEN

ARE

HEARS

THAT

DESERTING

I have heard the question propounded; Could a man of this specialized

OROZCO'S

HIS

VARIOUS

Heaven born thing was there in ma
that reached back into that truer woman's age when our grandmothers
knitted and baked and builded homes
in the wilderness? I asked myself the
question and in shame and humiliation got the answer I could play
Clayton's grand march on the piano
and dress a doll.
Not very encouraging at first glance
and yet my theory was correct and
the germ of my success was right
there where I had traced it down I
could dress a doll! Here,
surely, was
legitimate woman's work. Here was
work worthy the laborer's hire. The
world can fet along v without Clayton's Grand March, it cannot get
along without dolls.
Children were
dressing dolls while heads were falling into the baskets of the French revolution, they will be dressing them
when Gabriel sounds his trumphet.
Probably the world's doll bill is a little smaller than its bill for battleships
certainly the industry calls for as
much skill and (in my woman's opinion) considerably more art.
I became and
am a designer oi
dolls' dresses. Not the gorgeous crea
tions of lace that adorn the wax and
china belles of exclusive dolldom, but
paper dolls' dresses the kind that
millions of little girls cut out of mag-anI began with a pair of scis- azines.
SOrs and a paste not. now I sketch
and color my designs and a big shop
in New York stamps out the patterns
by the hundred gross.
My first sale
was a set of six patterns which
fitted the same doll. A woman's magazine paid me $10 for them.
Last
year my income from royalties was

age shoulder an ax, go into the w oods
and without other aid make a living
for himself?
IS TAKINB
ALONG
PLACE
BORDER
I am not going to try to answer
SEASON SUNDAY
I am not a man, you
NO- W- REPORTED
MASSACRE NEAR that question.
see.
But if the experience of a girl
DOLORES
IS
PROVEN
WOOD STILL LEADS
UNTRUE
BY of 20
who shouldered a metaphorical
WHITE
SOX WILL MEET
MADRID
MESSAGE
FROM
OFFICER WHO SAYS ax, went into the world and made her
own living there will cast any light
AGGREGATION AND SOME FINE
CHICK EVANS
NO FIGHTING TOOK PLACE THERE
AT
on the question I am that girl, and
WORK IS LOOKED
ANY TIME
FOR FROM
here are my experiences.
The necessity which forced me at
VISITORS.
HE WAS STILL ONE HOLE UP AT TH
20 to give up the things a girl of this
D.
20.Retiel
Washington,
C, July
is trained to believe are
END OF FIRST HALF IN
GOLF
forces along the Mexican border line generation
hers without the earning is not a part
are being disintegrated according to of
GRAYS TO PLAY
the story at least I shall not dwell
CONTEST AT DENVER.
war department reports.
However, on that part of it. It is enough to
of
shipments
several thousand rifles
DUKE CITY SOON
that when my father died it was
and approximately 100,000 rounds of say
K.
Denver, Col., Juiy 20. Warren
found there was nothing for my moammunition recently have gone to El
Wood, of the Homewood Club, Chime to live on. To provide
Paso and that has caused a belief ther and
Tomorrow afternoon at the College cago, was one up on "Chick" Evans
a comfortable living for us, and eduthat
further
trouble may be brewing. cate me and
grounds one of the best games of the at the end of the first half of the 3(!
give us a glimpse of outseason will be played when the White holes final for championship
NO BATTLE AT DOLORES.
of the
doors every summer he had spent
Sox meet the Miners from Madrid. Western Golf Association today.
Madera, Chihuahua, Mex., July 20.
his entire income as fast as he mads
The White Sox have been practicing
Evans' brilliant tee at the fifteenth
Without opposition
the rebel van- it.
He died a victim of that civilizaall the week, and are in very good hole squaring the match for the secguard bound for the states of Sonora, tion which made life and liberty decondition.
Last Sunday they beat ond in fne first half was
and Sinaloa over the Dolores moun- pendent on the
a notepursuit of food and
the Lamy team by the close score of worthy feature . Except for Wood's
tain Trail, reached the mining camp house rent.
3 to 2, in the best game of the local bad holes at the eighth and tenth
of Dolores, southwest of here today.
My mother and I were left a home
season, and tomorrow they expect to greens and Evans' bad ones at the
Only sixty federals had held the place
paid for. My father's income
partially
93
add another victory.
The battery first and seventh,
both contestants
and
they retired before the rebels apJimmy Hurst says that he still re
the last mortgage on it
discharged
were
with
for the White Sox will be Parsons played what experts who watched the tains a
Closing prices
heavy
peared.
on that $1,000 he
gave us an independent roof over
a fall of 1
and Griego.
Parsons and Griego match, pronounced par golf.
No battle of any kind occurred at our heads without a
posted for a match between Tommy September at 93
penny of income
On the first hole Evans missed an Dixon and Johnny Kilbane and it
have been doing very good work this
isn't from last night.
Dolores, as had been earlier report- to keep it there. I was a girl withCorn appeared not wanted.
season not having lost any games. If easy putt, losing the hole, when drawing interest, either. Jimmy H
Sep ed.
I
out a single commercial
asset.
to
down at
is said Parsons is after Marquard's one on a road nearby shouted and put says he is willing to "shoot it all.' tember opened
General Antonio Rojas left Madera knew nothing of business or office
to 65
touched 65
and
record of 19 straight victories. The him off his stroke.
mirst rurther says that foe doesn't 65
today to follow the vanguard of the work. I possessed so far as I knew, no
want an equal division of the purse it dropped to 65.
game tomorrow will start at 3 o'clock
rebels invading Sonora.
TTie close was weak,
off
General accomplishment that was not a greatfor
Sept.
ins
sharp
protege wins and that Kilbane
Chico Campos had been missing with er aid in spending money
than in
68
at
can
arrange the match on a winning
GRAYS TO ALBUQUERQUE JULY
Rain in sections where oats are be- his command for several days, and earning it. And yet to tell it all in a
and
basis.
All
of
the
losing
Cleveland
28.
papers gave Tommy an even break in ing harvested made that cereal firm. who it was thought had taken ai word I found a way to make an in- $2,740.S5.
The Santa Fe Grays have been pracvantage of the government offer of come that in the four years since I
his last encounter with the champion September started a shade to
They tell us that woman's field of
ticing for the last few days and will
to 33
and amnesty arrived in Madera today shouldered my ax has not fallen beand if Cleveland is willing to admit it
higher at 331-is overcrowded.
It is the
continue practicing every day as they
seemed inclined to keep within that with 800 men.
He reported by tele- low $2,500 a year and frequently has industry
Los Angeles, Calif., July 20. Al- Dixon must have given Kilbane a
narrow field of the office building and
good
expect to play the Albuquerque team
to
An
in
Orozco
advance
the
of
General
graph
in Juarez exceeded that figure.
price
But at the present .1. Kilbane tange.
handicapped by six years dif- lacing.
here Sunday, July 28, and may play though
department store. The trouble is we
ference in
It sounds like an inside tip on the have
effect is not hankering for another match. hogs gave a lift to provisions. Initial that he had encountered no federals
to
e return game there the Sunday after. numerous age and whatever
sales were 2
to 7
up with Sep- in his trip overland from Sauz, on market, I know, but it wasn't. It set permitted specialized business
sieges have had He says that it is too hot to fight.
training
up the confines and have made no
Manager 0. W. Digneo has several upon him, Owen Moran, the
tember delivery 17.75 for pork; 10.65 the Mexican Central. General Orozco wasn't
or
spectac- effort to
anything big, lucky
beyond them. The
challenges from strong teams in New
for lard and 10.55 for ribs.
has ordered him to follow
said today he expected
It wasn't Prince Fortunatus or tinkle of penetrate
Genera! ular.
the typewriter bell has
Mexico and will try to arrange a long to "clean up" Jack
WALL STREET.
Rojas.
White, English-Hebrea fairy godmother.
wasn't
It
any- been the
bellwether millions of girls
schedule for his team for the rest of
opponent, before the end of
General Rojas before his departure thing any girl couldn't do as well who have followed when
New
York,
July 20. Opening
the season. He has his eye on two their twenty rounfi battle at Vernon
they might have
reprices of stocks today were virtual- arrested Colonel Marcelino Villarael will bear in mind that $2,500 while
or three new players and expects to this afternoon.
pioneered for themselves and found
is very success in
ly unchanged exept for a one point and his entire band of thirty men who spectable in the aggregate,
land them before the games witn AlNATIONAL.
doing real woman's work.
There was a time only a short
in Erie first preferred.
Active robbed two of the Madera Lumber small in its component parts in dol- About every invention by which the
gain
The
while
local
wofans
are
buquerque.
ago, Moran admitted, when he
Won. Lost. Pet. issues showed a mixture of gains and company's storehouses. Four of the lars, quarters and dimes, for instance. business office world has improved its
ndering why the Grays have not play- was at low ebb, physically, but a
both Reading and Steel losing prisoners were executed and Villarael Most everybody thinks of money in system has been a bait to
60
21
ed more games this season, but they faithful course of training, he was New York
.741 losses,
cheap womhas been placed on trial. Rojas, who large amounts, but very little of it is an labor.
49
These things have called
should know the reason why.
si .(jjj slightly.
The confident, would bring him victory in- Chicago
to
heretofore
If
made
Much
marwill
in
of
that
has borne the reputation of
the recent snap
the
you
stop
33
.590
Pittsburg
local business men are not supporting side of fifteen rounds.
girls from the kitchen, the garden,
,....47
sanctioning loot in all forms, now de- th ink, as I did, that the Metropolitan tne crocheting needle to become cog9
4:;
42
.506 ket was lacking, the first hour witnes"I have got to show something to- Cincinnati
the home team as they should.
;t
exclares it must cease.
Street Railway makes its millions in in a machine which
3S
39
.494 sing no change from the opening
the local fans lend a little hand, Man- day," said the veteran, "or get out of Philadelphia
grinds out its pro
nickels you will not be so awed and fits from others.
St. Louis
dullness.
;;e
cept
Colonel
50
the
increasing
Alfonso
.410
I honestly believe
game."
of
chief
Castenada,
will
ager Digneo says he
arrange for
Tlie market closed irregular.
31
51
staff to General Orozco, who made the discouraged by the contemplation oi that a girl who can make a valentine
.37$
Although he was born in Liverpool. Brooklyn
6everal games to be played at home
Some pressure was directed upon trip over the trail from Sauz
results achieved by others.
23
61
.271
White said he would appear with a Boston
oi' a salad, cultivate a pansy bed or
today great
during August and September.
Star Spangled belt, and take the measI do not take any extraordinary embroider a handkerchief
Steel, and other leaders in the last reported Metachic, 41 miles south of
possesses
hour but without appreciable results. Madera, Mexican Northwestern
AMERICAN.
ure of the Birmingham fighter in
rail- credit to myself in discovering a road in those accomplishments a greater
NATIONALS LOOK BADLY
Won. Lost, Pet. Harvester rose a point and Biscuit road.
short order.
credit to mysesf in discovering a road opportunity of winning happiness and
Cl
Both men weighed in this morning Boston
27
.693 fell 1
SCRAMBLED TO CHICAGO.
ti independence.
I took success than the girl who can run a
TORREON IS CUT OFF.
Frankly,
34
54
.611
Washington
Chicago, July 20. The New York under 128 pounds.
I did because I did not see typewriter or foot a ledger.
road
the
20.
Juarez,
UnconfirmMex., July
38
49
.563
Philadelphia
Nationals, the leaders of the Tom
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
ed
here are that Captain Reza any other road open to me. If I could
There is hardly a household
art
45
Chicago
39
.536
Lynch organization, looked like selling
Kansas City, July 20. Cattle, re- andreports
FISTIC ARENA.
his band of rebels have cut com- have written shorthand I would have that has been woman's since the world
Cleveland
43
44
.494
platers In the series just closed in
500
400
southerns.
ceipts
including
New York, July 20. Luther Mc
If I had began that does not offer as
munications between Chihuahua and become a stenographer.
Detroit
42
.483 Market
great an
45
Chicago.
According to their play Carthy, the Missouri white
Native steers 6.50
steady.
came,
Torreon, at a point north of Jimenez. known anything of salesmanship I advantage as a "gainful occupation"
L0Ujg
59
.29S 9
here, it seemed almost beyond beliet near being knocked out forhope,
steers 4.256.75; If eventually it proves true, it is not would have gone behind the counter. if
50; southern
pursued commercially, as any af56
.291 southern cows and
that it was the same team which had the Atlantic ocean. He is good by New York
heifers 3.255.25; believed communication will be in- But because I knew nothing at all I forded
training
by the thousand open office
thirteen-gania
lead in the at Wildwood, N. J.
piled up
cows
a
native
and
heifers'
3.258.75: jured long as large repair
McCarthy is
of was obliged to go prospecting inside doors of the city's skyscrapers.
Yet
WESTERN.
older league race.
gangs
stockers and feeders 4.257.00; bulls fedenils are declared to be
swimmer and part of his daily
my head, so to speak, and so stumb- what is commoner than to see a girl
Won. Lost. Pet.
In Chicago they were outthit, out- strong work
5fi 5.50; calves 4.50(08.50; western for incidents of that kind prepared led into an original idea that I hais with such
includes a long session Omaha . . .
training
skilled fingers and artistic
from the
50
.55(5
and
run,
by in the surf.
The water was unusual St.
steers 5.258.50; western cows 3.25 guerilla bands of rebels.
not suspected was hiding there.
49
.551
tastes, who might easily collect royalthe Cubs. Their
Joseph
ly rough today and when the pugilist Denver
. . .
4?
And before going further let me see ties on Christmas or Easter novelties
42
.533 (gG.00.
ability was a joke because swam way out beyond the life lines
Sheep receipts none. Market steady.
Sioux City
46
41
if I cannot put in a word here that and who could do such pleasant work
.529
ase
B
Muttons 3.504.75: lambs 5.507.00;
onl';is
.
i
, Z.
strength was unequal to the Wichita
t
44
40
.4S9
shall help girls to understand a little in the privacy and comfort of her
r
tuei iinu .arcner is no
jiiiuu.v
return trip.
Life guards, who saw Des Moines
42
44
.4SS range wethers and yearlings 3.50'
a catcher than Thomas or Carri-ga- his
that their heads and hands may be own home what is commoner than
to his rescue Lincoln
went
predicament,
3S
49
.437 5.00; range ewes 2.504.25.
or Lapp or Ainsmith; the men and
as useful to themselves as to the busi- to see such a girl sitting in the cigar
McCarthy was taken into the Topeka
34
51
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
.400
ness
they may be called upon to face dur- boat in a
men who pay so little for them. smoke of a public office blunting the
condition.
ing the world's series this fall, if He recovered quickly.
When a girl goes to work she never ends of her fingers on a typewriter?
Chicago, July 20. Cattle receipts
20
Jackson,
Mich., July
A full thinks of
they still succeed in keeping at the
200.
Market slow, steady.
Beeves ticket
going to work for herself. What girl of this generation can avoid
embracing presidential electors The avenues
head of the race.
of success for her in the making at least mental
steers
Texas
distinction
4.90(57.05;
5.509.45;
The
and
state, congressional and legislamoving pictures shown privateIn the series in Chicago, the Giants'
western steers o.S07.80;
stockers tive candidates
The open- between a stenographer and a needlewill be put in the field business world are few.
NATIONAL.
had no pitchers. Marquard had his; y in Los Angeles show that Rivers
and feeders 3.S56.50; cows
and by the first state progressive conven- ings might almost be summed up un- woman, to the disadvantage of tho
was down for a healthy count in the
Philadelphia at Chicago, rain, 3 p. m. heifers
long run of victories broken. Ames
der the two heads, office work and latter?
And cashier and cook oh,
5.50
calves
2.607.50;
tion here today.
thirteenth
round
Ad
and
that
touts-Wolgast
was on the mound with nothing but
Brooklyn at St.
clear, 3 p. m. 8.50.
horrors
can be no comparison.
there
Yet
salesmanship.
into
she
rushes
This
also
the
was
in
the
was
decided on after Senvictor,
last stages
plan
Boston at Cincinnati, clear 3 p. m.
his glove and his uniform. Wiltse
Hogs, receipts 9,000. Market strong. ator Joseph M. Dixon, Colonel Roose- these narrow avenues and chokes Yet we were needlewomen and cooks
New York at Pittsburg, cloudy, 3
was knocked out of the box in a of disintegration. The pictures show
mixed 7.307.9O; velt's campaign manager had arrived them up without even casting one wheto e girl with a pencil in her hair
Light 7.407.90;
m.
hurry and Crandall looked only like thea champion shooting his last bolt
heavy 7.10'7.S5; rough 7.107.35: and conferred with progressive lead- - look around the horizon of her own working in a public office beside a
savage left swing to the stomach
an ordinary pitcher, and not one had
ers.
How many girls who man with his feet on his desk would
pigs 5.90 7.55; hulk of sales 7.
capabilities.
AMERICAN.
the class called upon for a world's in the thirteenth round, which sent
indiuerent stenoeraDhers
and not have been thought proper com"Nothing but a full new ticket will are
Cleveland at New York, 2 games, 7.85.
series. Mathewson pitched a good Rivers sprawling on his back. Then
could begin cloudy 2 and 4 p. m.
Market suit Colonel Roosevelt," Senator Dix cashiers at $15 and $18 a week have pany in our grandmothers' homes.
Sheep, receipts 4,000.
game, but he was hit hard and he before Referee Welch
Native 3.155.25;
counting Wolgast reeled toward his
western on said. "He wants to make the $50 a week talents lying unused In Prove to the girl of today that she can
steady.
did not show his
Chicago at Boston, clear 3 p. m.
effectiveprostrate foe and fell on top of him.
Detroit at Philadelphia,
3.405.25;
ness.
2
yearlings
4.10(5.75; whole fight in Michigan, or none. Peo- the back of ther heads? More, I be- make more money with her needle
games,
men were down when the refer- cloudy, 1:30 and 3:30 p. m.
lambs, native, 4.00(7.40;
western ple throughout the country are, de- lieve, than the most ambitious of us than she can in an office and make it
They hit hard enough, hut the Both
ee began his count.
After making
4. 25 (S 7.40.
manding a new party and they shall realize.
in fewer hours and amid pleasanter
speed which converted their hits into
have it."
MONEY AMD STOCKS.
ASSOCIATION.
luns in the eastern series was lack- a count of two Welch reached over
surroundings prove it to her beyond
Just
of
A
by
way
example:
year
ago
IOWA HOLDS PRIMARIES.
New York, July 20. Call money
Toledo at Milwaukee, 2 games, rain
ing. Archer seemed to have them and raised Wolgast to his feet and
a young girl of my acquaintance was al! argument and she will still cheso
Des Moines, July 20. County conscared to death. They hugged the continued to count over the prostrate 2 and 4 p. m.
Offer a salesgirl in a denominal; prime paper 4
silver
working as a stenographer in the of- the office.
bases and did not dare take more than Mexican. Wolgast reeled over against Columbus at Kansas City, cloudy, 00
Mexican dollars 4S; copper ventions are being held throughout fice of a big
partment store ten times the salary
establish
confectionary
a
the
of
defeat.
ropes
Iowa
Whether :30 p. m.
picture
a
today to select delegates to ment. She was an
lead, even from second,
nominal; tin nominal; lead nominal.
excellent pastry she is making to go Into a 'vfined
the state convention of the national cook
and at no time did they display dash Rivers was given the full count of
home and make biscuits and beautiful
at Minneapolis,
2
S3
Indianapolis
128
Amalgamated
Sugar
without
suspecting that good brown
and vim. They did not look like con- ten one can't tell from the pictures. games, cloudy 2 and 4 p. m.
Atchison 108
Great
137 progressive party to be held here July cooks are rarer than
Northern
pies and she will laugh at you.
But why did the referee so gallantly Louisville at St.
good stenographtenders for a world's series title. If
N. Y. Central 116; Northern Paci- 24th.
Paul, 2 games, 2
ers.
all a mistaken view of the
It
isn't
When
she
entertained
raise
to
chamfeet?
his
The
friends
Wolgast
Reports indicated that progressives at
and 4 p m.
they act on the bases against Carri-pafic 121
Southof the "dignity of labor," alReading 165
home
her
she
to
degrees
was
used
down
serve
his
them
like
rival
and
pion
of Boston as they did against Arern Pacific 110 14; Union Pacific 168 would hold conventions in practically delicafe little sweets of her own
mak. though much of it unfortunately is.
every county.
cher, they will go through the series should have also been given the beneSteel 70; Steel Pfd. 112.
or
of
rather, the disadvantage,
The state convention
without a single steal. A man like Joe fit,
here next nig inose naky little things with Partly it is a frank disbelie? thai
Wood can make them stick close to the count. Apparently Wolgast was
Wednesday will elect two delegates jellies and frostings between the lay there can be any commercial value:
not fouled.
If ihe was Rivers was
NATIONAL.
MRS. ENGLAND ALLEGES
at large and one delegate from ach ers mat melt in your mouth.
the sacks.
One t" the homely household talents,
R. H. E.
DOCTORS GAVE POISON. congressional district to attend the day she took some of them to the ofThe slump is expected, however. It not at fault. The only chance for the At Pittsburg.
1 3 0
is the reaction after a long series champion to h,ive been injured in Pittsburg
rational progressive convention to be fice with her for lunch and the vice- 2 7 0 Sensational
of games in which MeGraw tried to the mixup was for him to have hurt New York
president who paid her $18 a week
Allegations Are Made In held in Chicago August 5.
Batteries: Robinson and Gibson;
If
to take his letters saw them on her
Suit Filed Late Today In Court of
pile up a lead. It may be that Me- himself falling on the Mexican.
STREET SPRINKLER WILL BE
desk. He picked one up, looked at
Graw is perfectly willing to have his that was the case Rivers was not at Tesrea, Mathewson and Meyers.
Colorado at Denver.
BUSY TOMORROW.
team slump slightly for the balance fault.
it curiously and tasted it.
At St. Louis.
To the writer it looked as though
R. H. E.
"The street sprinklers will both be
of the season, depending upon good
Where did you get this?" he de
St.
20.
;
Louis
1
Denver,
was
7
2
Rivers
SensationCplo., July
much stronger just beon the Job Monday," said Mayor Celso manded.
training to bring the men into their
al
1 8 2
allegations are made for $120,000 Lopez today.
stride for the world's series. But as fore the finish tihan the champion. Brooklyn
"In this connection I
"Why, I made it," said the girl, surthey look here, the slump is so dan Rivers was jabbing away and beating Batteries: Steele and Bliss; Ying- - damages filed in the district court yes desire to state that I intend to give prised at his interest.
Miller.
in
and
it
out
of
which
even
ling
are
at
the
named
terday,
former
in
danger
beginning
view of the Chicago Cubs
tne city the very best administration
gerous,
"Lordy!" said the manufacturer,
county commisioners John Prinzing, within my power and I do not intend with
excellent present play that they may of the thirteenth round; Wolgast was
a sigh of relief. "I thought So- Cincinnati
in
an
1
W.
2
6
P.
indifferent manner and
cut down if not entirely wipe out, the boring
Quarterman, Major S. D. C. to overlook anything that will con- and-S(naming a competitor)
Fire, Life, Accident
had
1 7 2 Hays, George Curtis, Dr.
Wolgast look- Boston
Treat lead the Giants now hold in the slashing away wildly.
Leyde, Ross tribute to the health, appearance and
put one over on us."
ed like a man who was "all in" and
Batteries: Fromme.
McLean and Hart. E. K. Whitehead, secretary
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
National League.
general good of the
Various
It was the girl's last day as stenosimply fighting on his courage. That Clark; Donnelly and Kling,
state humane society and assist- statements have been city.
to
attributed
in that office. Now she is
is the story the picture tells, but a
ant postmaster Hannum.
me concerning the sprinkling of the grapher
CINCINNATI BUYS MOORE.
At Chicago.
showing her employer how to make
return match, which is sure to come,
R. H. E.
Mrs.
Helen
divorced
wife
20.
England,
none
streets
Pitcher
of which are true. Both new kinds of
Cincinnati, O., July
2 4 1 of
confections
Chicago
in new
Major Harry England, an English of the sprinklers were out of comMoore of the Galveston club, known may tell a different tale.
14 12 0
Philadelphia
army officer, and a niece of former mission at the same time and it was shapes and with new names and he
eb the "Strikeout King" of the Texas Bob
is
Batteries: Cheney". Maroney ,Ver- - President
her $3,000 a year for doing
Laga, the Los Angeles fight
Seelye, of Smith College unfortunately necessary for us to take it. paying
league, was purchased by Cincinnati.
manager, who saw Tommy Dixon and!"on and Archer;
Cotter, Alexander for Girls at
City Property, Farms
is
them
off
Mass.,
Northampton,
duty for nearly two weeks
and Killifer
Jose Rivers fight that
To return to my own case: When
battle,
the
While
a patient at in order to properly repair them. I
complainant.
Ranches, 0rchftrds,
RAIN STOPS TENNIS
a year ago, says that Tommy was unasked myself what I could do that
the county hospital, Mrs. England This work has been completed
TOURNAMENT TODAY. fortunate.
on
Land Qrants,
and
AMERICAN.
"When Dixon was disavers that poison was Injected into Monday they will be on the Job and came within the narrow compass of
Lake Forest, 111., July 20. Rain qualified in the sixteenth round for
At Boston
"female
the
R. H. E. her veins and that
help" wants in the busishe was frequent- stay on the Job."
made almost certain the forced post- fouling he was on the verge of win- Boston
ness world I was obliged to confess I
3 7 0
ly attacked by nurses and doctors of
ponement of all games today in the ning," said Laga yesterday. "In the Chicago
could do nothing. And it was only af2 7 0
the institution.
MIRACULOUS ESCAPE
western tennis championship at the early stages of the battle that is, up Batteries: Hall
ter I had canvassed every possibility
and
Carrigan;
OF 400 PASSENGERS.
Onwentsaia courts. Only two of the to the twelfth round Rivers had Walsh and Sullivan.
and given up in despair that I evolved
20.
C.
An excurBaltimore, Md., July
visiting players arrived today, T.
N. J. Gorham,
everything to himself, but when Tomci shier Bank
of sion
train on the Western Maryland the theory that yielded the final
Bundy, and J. P. Woodbury, of Los my started after his man in the
Of
At Philadelphia.
R. H. B. Woodville, Woodvri.'Ga., had a very
I reasoned thus; stenograilroad, which left York, Pa., today solution.
Angeles.
round the tide of battle turn Philadelhpia
4 12 2 severe attack of ki5ney trouble and for
and bookkeeping and all the
raphy
was
derailed
Baltimore,
at
Maple
ed.
Had not Dixon committed that Detroit
3 7 2 the pains in his kidneys
and back Grove, Md., 20 miles from
York. Seven other grooves into which the business
YACHT REGATTA IS ON.
foul in the sixteenth round, in my
Batteries:
Plank
and Lapp; Lake were terrible. "I got a bottle of Foley of the
cars left the track but be- world has thrust women are no part Telephone 194 W., Room 24:
eight
Stockholm, July 20. The yatch re- opinion, he undoubtedly would have and Stanage.
Kidney Pills from our druggist and yond a severe
shaking up, none of of the original scheme of things.
Rivers was tired and his
gatta in connection with the Olympic won.
they entirely relieved me. I hav mora the 400 passengers was seriously hurt. Women existed before typewriters and
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
in
started
had
here
wag
maghim.
left
On
today
games
punch
the other
At New York (1st game) R. H. E.I benefit from then, thati rbt otw The
accident Is believed to have been ledgers and cash registers. Eliminathad1
nificent sailing weather. Twenty-twhand, Tommy
ms isew York
regained
4 8 2 'medicine." Sold by all
caused by spreading rails,
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er her illness and are fervently
ing that she may recover.
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fflen's Suit CO (K
Sale
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Light and Dark Colors, in sizes from
Bought to sell at $15.00 and $18,00.

100 SUMMER SUITS in

this month

3i to 40.
Mrs. E. V. Dickinson who has been
The Guild of the Church of the Holy
the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Faith met with Mrs. Marry M.
On Sale for One Week Only
$9.95 a Suit.
White for some time, left today
LliNDIIARDT,
last Friday afternoon.
Your Patronage Solicited
her home in Silver City. Mr. and
? White
will leave tomorrow for Santa
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
125 Palace Ave.
Mrs. O. A. Matson and children of
Rosa, Mountainair and C'.ovis to be
Albuquerque, are quests at the Sani- away for ten days or more.
H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
1. B. LAUGHLIN, President
tarium, and are enjoying the cool
ning is the best of all sports not
Santa Fe v,eather.
has gotten his walking
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
StaiilTer
Mrs. Charles
entertained that Manuel
iu
papers however: we would say far
Club very charmthe
Auction
Bridge
fiom it.
The First infantry band will give a
ingly at her hony on Washington avebig dance this evening a! the Fire- nue
Bathing at Hondo Beach has giver,
afternoon.
Those
last
Monday
man's hall. The admission will be
who were present besides the mem- added popularity to bathing suits this
ladies
free.
fifty cents,
bers of the c'ub were: Mrs. F. E. season. Gits Koch and Chariie Catronin
JS
S
S
Established 1856
Incorporated 1903
are wearing the conventional suit
The Ladies Aid Society of the Pres- Xuding, Mrs. T. Z. Winter, Mrs. Guy black taffeta while Albert Clancy is
WE HAVE ADDED OUR IMMENSE LINE OF
Miss Elizabeth Brown.
fflbyterian church held their regular bi Turley and
appearing in a new creation of pale
of
Mrs.
at
home
the
meeting
monthly
blue.
4
The ice
social given by the
Charles Bishop Friday afternoon.
And now for the little accessories
ladies of St. John's Methodist churcn
so
a
in
man's
that mean
much
dress,
Mrs. D. F. Scheele of Washington, last Thursday evening was a great
of scarfs, black and white
D. C, is teh guest of Mr. and Mrs. success, both financially and social-1- . Speaking
and mixtures of blue and white,
The ladies have planned
Karl W. Green at their home on Pal
these stripes and white and lavender are
To the SPECIAL SLAUGHTER LIST of Lad'es ' Muslin
socials each month to raise money on green
ace avenue.
seen in some of the swellest haberON
GOODS,
the church debt and should be aided
Underwear and Embroideries.
dasher shops around the plaza. I saw
Mrs. Robert Zimmerman of Keil, in every possible way by the church cue the other day I couldn't help it
named are ridiculously low.
The
Prices
have
Take advantage of same 'A
ve
INCLUDING
Germany, arrived in Santa Fe Wed- members.
worn by one of the most prominent,
A
nesday to spend the summer with her
young real estate agents on San Fran-- !
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Baldridge tisco street that was hand knit and 3
sister, Mrs. E. A. Fiske.
'A
ind Oscar Blueher motored up from combination of black, white and royal
DRY GOODS
ro
the'
of
El
Keifer
Alnurpiero,ue
spend
one
Mrs. Marybelle
Paso,
inursday
blue stripes.
There is always
arrived Thursday noon and will be week end in Santa Fe. Mrs. Bal-- j safe rule to follow in scarfs wear
a
at
home.
the Merie
guest
the guest of Miss Grace Williamson "ridge is
black or white when in doubt. But.
Miss Bernice Hesseldeu will return men are so fond of colors and scarfs
for the next few weeks.
with them to Albuquerque
Sundav are almost the only way in which they
Mrs. William B. Prince and children evening.
can indulge their tastes. As Peter ssBBsaaaanas
returned to the Sunshine ranch near
Todd savs, "Alwavs w ear blue scarfs
Espanola Tuesday, after a visit of a ford Vniversity after attending tlif- j. VOur eves are even a dim and blury
we
we
and convention of Americanists in Eon- wasnp(1.01lt DiUP
Blue eves and blue
couple of weeks with
don during the early part of June. Dr. tips ,,hvavs remind one of the brand
we
will
Prince.
L.
Bradford
Mrs.
offer,
you
and Mrs. Hewett spent several weeks th.lt m;uie Ronprt chambers famous.!
on
you
France,
Mrs. X. B. Laughlin returned from on the continent, visiting
Tne st.lhva,.t
voting chap.
a
v f.(mlipvlon
and
of.
evening Germany, Switzerland and Italy,
Dallas,
Tuesday
Texas,
where she has spent the past mont'h turning to England and sailing home golden hair, brushed a la pompadour."
Mrs. Hewett s Haven t you noticed that hraiik uran-dal- l
from Southampton.
visiting her mother.
mother, Mrs. Jones, arrived from Red
always wears blue ties?
Tit. James A. Massie. who has been Pate, Iowa, Wednesday, and will be
same rule applies to green
The
'
studying in the east for the past two with the Hewetts at the Sanitarium.
and green eyes, or clear grey
scarfs
THE SPECIAL VALUES
months, will arrive in Denver Moneyes, grey suits and grey ties with
Miss Aurora Lncero will return to perhaps a dull silver scarf pin, set
day, and return to Santa Fe the last
Santa Fe next Friday to spend the re- with a stone of a contrasting color
part of next week.
mainder of her vacation witih her fath- say malachite or lapis lazul!
Mr.
AKERS-WAGNE- R
Mrs. Alfred Grinishaw was hostess er and mother, Secretary and Mrs. Renehan is the best example of this
CO.
this afternoon to the Thirteen Club. Antonio D. Lueero. Miss Lueero litis pleasing color combination. Then if
Her guests included the members of been a member of the faculty in the you happen to have brown eyes and
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
the club, Mrs. Melvin Dunlavy and Las Vegas normal school during the dark hair, red scarfs may be tolerated.
Mrs. Hugh K. Gilmour.
summer session and therefore could Mr. Hoover has ample proof that red
:
:
Phone 36.
P. O. Box, 219.
not come home at the end of the
scarfs are noticeable, at least.
Dr. and Mrs. Edgar Hewett
rUr school vear.
Canes of the latest London make
turned to Santa Fe Tuesday after a
have been Imported by Doctor Bishop.
Dr.
Hewett
delightful trip abroad.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Kelly, Miss Kel- He has added a prone at the end as a
nl,'i.i.rl o nnnrca rf toctnrpc fin the
and Miss Hall of Kansas City will safeguard against the dogs that prowl
FIRE
FIRE
INSURANCE
ly
Oxat
of
the southwest
archaeology
arrive tomorrow to spend the sum- in tJie night. General John AY. March
in has taken up this latest English fan-- j Ui
Mr. Kelly has been
mer here.
Mrs. J. Dwight fiiddings will arrive
so pleas- cy and is making it. popular in Santa!
was
some
and
time
town
for
FRUIT RANCH
in the city next Thursday from Rotrows-- j
ra
ed with Santa Fe that he returned to Fe. Belts, either matching the
a
to
take
perma
up
meo, Michigan,
Valley, 600 bear- to a ers or of leather, are good this seahis
to
family
Kansas
bring
City
Fe.
in
Santa
nent residence
A
g
develop
cooler climate . They will occupy the son and vary in length from twenty.
inches in length.
eight to forty-fivDOUBLE VALUE WITHIN THREE YEARS' TIME.
WILL
on
C.
residence
D.
Miller
Washington
V. Brogan, news editor of the
John
best
-Fornoff
is
the
authority
BONDS
Mrs. Frost will Tneet them Captain
San Antonio Light of San Antonio, avenue.
in any of
to Santa Fe on belts. See his article
- ot
70
back
motor
and
MonLamy
Fe
will
Santa
in
arrive
Texas,
the Las Vegas papers on "How I can
dav to spend a few davs witih his with them.
prove that Flynn hit below the belt."
Brogan at his
brother, William
Li.
Room 8, Capital Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.
The Misses McFie entertained at a
O
home on Johnson street.
a
R.
'have
if
C,.
F.
you
in
long
Yes,
small bridge party this afternoon
col-wing-tithe
thin neck
straight,
Governor and Mrs. W. C. McDon- honor of their guests, Mrs. Kenneth
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
lar with the square corners is good.
We
everyald left Wednesday afternoon for 'a Baldridge, Miss Hesse'den and Miss
collars
DORMAX.
H.
H.
soft
Yes,
It
short visit in Silver City. Mrs. Mc Bernice Hesselden of Albuquerque.
are permissible when one lives in the!
of First-Cla- ss
Donald will visit her daughters m E! was a pleasure to play bridge in the
should be changed to a:
for the next large, cool rooms of the McFie house suburbs, but
Paso and Carrizozo
stiff collar when attending vestry
rooms
The
on
wide
and
the
month.
porch.
in town.
were decorated with sweet peas and meetings
FRAXK MARROX. Xo. bright yelflowers.
summer
of
other
a
of
Los
profusion
AngeGould
Miss Margaret
low shoes are not considered in good
l
nf bridirp had
mmpH
les, California, is- the house guest of ,At'ttir Bovpr-iaste this season.
.
. . .. ......
,
i
Judge and Mrs. X. B. Laughlin. Miss ueen piayea, nu a uiimiy iiuicnw"
"FAIRY." The solution that you
Phone, Red 189.
Gould has just been graduated from was served, the guests enjoyed a real asked for in regard to keeping straw
:
:
MexicoSanta Fe, New
119San Francisco St.,
Smith College in Northampton, Mass., musical treat. That is certainly a tal- hats white and fresh each season is
where she and Miss Helen Laughlin ented household these days, for Miss as follows: One tablespoon salt, juice
became friends.
Hesse'den plays the piano so well and of two lemons, one pint of water. Ap
(accompanies Mrs. Baldridge and Miss ply with a soft brusih.
415 Palace Avenue
Phone. W 204.
"JOHX." To train the hair in the
Mrs. C. A. Case and small son of McFie, each of whom have beautiful
in
Besides the guests of honor latest nomnadour cut, wear a close
voices.
San Pedro are spending the week
Santa Fe. They have just returned those present were: Mrs. T. A. Mc fitting night cap or keep a towel
from Coppei'hill, Tenn. Mr. Case is Carthy. Mrs. Evelyn Castle, Miss Mar wound about the head until the hair
manager of the San Pedro Mining and garet Gould of Los Angeles, Miss is dry after a shampoo.
MAC GIBBON.
Y'es, a moustache
Copper Company and is beginning Kate Mueller. Miss Florence Spitz,
work in that camp again.
Miss Helen Laughlin and Miss Ruth gives one a foreign appearance, but
if an impression of adde dyears is
Laughlin.
License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns
The Saturday Card Club did not
sought for, wear a moustache by all
STERLING SILVEW.
Next Door to Postoffice,
means.
hold their regular meeting this afterand Staple Patterns of High firade Table Silverware.
mosi
are
the
Knortine
suits
that
Special
illness
are
serious
suits
"LEROY". Yes, pale grey
noon on account of the
HAND DtCORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
khaki
Her many, popular this season are the
as a rule very becoming to men of
of Mrs. H. D. Monlton.
serg..
grey
- colored
flannel,
ovSilver Filigree Jewelry in alt the Patterns.
Gold
and
dark complexion.
many friends are much concerned
and white flannel.
AND PRECIOUS STONES.
JEWELS
One of the most popular styles in
worn
auto togs is that
by bytvanus
San Francisco
grey
G. Morley.
It is of
Reliable Jeweler J- -J
George M. N'eel, engineer in charge
Street
KAUNE &
H.
work of the
serge and was made especially to of the construction
match his new grey Overland car. Ranchos Orchard and Land Co., says
SEND THEM TO
A grey cap finishes this charming cosa Taos paper, was married to Mifs
tume and the whole effect is a
Edith Hillyer at Fort Worth, Texas,
for
blur of grey. John Ervien on June Hit, nz, ana arrived in jaos
prefers comfort and coolness while with his bride last week, and are
driving his car and has adopted the stopping at the Columbian hotel tem
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
shirtwaist style. One of his latest porarily. The Fort Worth Record
FRESH ARRIVALS
AT TESUQUE, FORMER
purchases was a white shirt with a gives the following account of the
DAILY.
A pretty homo wedding
STROBER
small stripe of watermellon pink.
wedding:
Life says that men are divided in- v. as solemnized Saturday night at S
RANCHES COM
MER
to two classes those that have ma- o'clock, when Miss Edith Hillyer and
acres-we- ll
N.
M.,
M.
N'eel
of
Santa
Fe,
chines and those that are machines
BINED.
George
and by their finger nails you shall were united in marriage by Rev. L. D.
600
fenced. One-ha- lt
of
the First Christian
Anderson
know them.
For motor cyclists the most satis- church, at the home of the bride's
factory shade is dust grey. This is mother Mrs. M. C. Hillyer of 509 Henof ,
warranted to show all grease spots derson street. White roses and carnapoor
and collect the dust while racing tions flanked by ferns and palms
made a beautiful adornment of thi
through sandy mountain roads.
The ceremony was perSpringer and Jessie e Xusbaum are- apartments.
Loans.
entnus- formed before an improvised altar of
our best known motor-cycllasts. Mr. Springer's cap and leggings palms. B. K. Isaacs sang as a preare said to be novelties in Washing- lude, "Beauty's Eyes", accompanied
ton where he has been spending the by. S. S. Losh, who also gave Hie en
winter, while Jess had his suit made trance march for the bridal party.
according to the latest styles In Gua' The attendants were Miss Ada
of Hico, maid of honor, Mrs.
temala, Central America.
Here from ALBUQUREQUE for a few days.
those who enjoy horseback rid C. C. Stokes of Crockett, matron of
For
POST.
H.
L.
DR.
to
Former Assistant and Successor
ing khaki suits are always the most honor, and Ballard Hillyer, best man.serviceable. Fletcher Catron brought The maid of honor wore a white emNAILS
TOE
CORNS, BUNIONS and INGROWING
a new riding suit home from Chicago broidered crepe gown hung over green
that is made witli Norfolk jacket. By satin and Mrs. Stokes' costume- was
Treated Without Pain or Danger of Infection. Appointthe way, Fletch and Paul Butt nrs fasihioned of white crepe meteor witn
fishing on the Pecos this week. Of trimmings of baby Irish lace and
ments Made to Call at the House.
The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the deOur line ef
Vegetables course they report that their catches pearls. Both the matron and maid
tails of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
maidenhair
of
carried loose clusters
SANTA FE, N. M.
have been enormous.
MONTEZUMA HOTEL,
is fhe Most Complete
white
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
For tennis white flannels are always fern. A beautiful gown of
satwhite
over
look
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
one
lace
It
besides
makes
in
draped
Chantilly
City.
preferable
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large T
a railway advertisement of "Sunny in en train, was worn by the bride.
California" to sport out in white Her tulle veil, which fell to the edge
readable type,
Roland Witt-ma- of the gown, was held at the hair by
Fresh Baked Goods Daily. "twosies." Ear; Wilson,
SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS. INSTITUTIONS, ETC.
and
the bouquet
and Clarei te Bowlda are referr- a coronet of pearls
roses
which she carried was made of
THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO
ed to as autihori'les on this subject.
FIRST-CLAS- S
With Santa Fe' climate walking is showered with lilies of the valley.
A Concise Hi tory of the Important Part that Education Meant to the Settlement
a pleasant exercise even In the warm- The refreshments served after the
pham- and growth of Our State. By Mr. Read, In a
For Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses.
est summer weather, and hence Valk- - ceremony carried the wedding colors
let, something that should be In every home In the State. Price,
THEODORE CORRICK,Prop'f
lne suits are very fashionable. One of white and green, Mr. and Mrs. N'eel
:::
COKRICK'S HACK LINE
Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address the
of
the latest mode's Is worn by Man went to Colorado on their honeymoon
:
9.
author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.
4
phone Black
uel Otero who claims that walking trip and afterward will make their
- home la Santa Fe, N. M.
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.
Daily, per year, by mail
Daily, per quarter, by mail.... ,.$1.2
Daily, six months, by mail
$2.5') Daily, per quarter, by carrier ,.$1.50
Valley Kanch, July is,
Mrs.
Weekly, per yt
2.00 Weekly, six months
l.oo Chas. A. Spiess and her
w eekiy, per quarter
50

sisting of Mrs. Neustadt, of Raton, Mr.
and Mrs. McKeever and Mr. Buel
of Chicago left this morning
in Mrs. Spiess motor car for Las Vegas after spending a delightful week

The fly certainly has to answer to a
strong indictment. A professor of
something or other from somewhere says one hundred thousand deaths are
caused every year by flies and that the
pesky things do a damage in the
same length of time
amounting to twelve million dollars, and that it is
the filthiest tihing alive. We are
getting to that point where it will be considered more disgraceful toMiave Hies in our homes
i,oe
than bedbugs. Let the
'
swatting go on.

A DIFFERENT SENATE.

mum

at Valley Ranch.
Miss Werdell and Miss John reached here this morning on the Limited
from Chicago while Mr. and Mrs. An- strand of El Paso arrived last evening.
lie officials who ought to get into Vim
on this matter of city improvement.
What is the matter with our officia's?
Don't they care how we may appear
to others or do they want the city ,o
look like a cow pen? What do they
think they were chosen for, just to
be officials,
attend meetings and
have Hon. tacked to their name?
When men go after an office and the
people choose them, they certainly
should give some attention to the duties of the office.
Men who are chosen to positions as city officers should
to the improvei'iiy wine attention
ments, The affairs that come under
their jurisdiction. The interest of the
city, its reputation, its standing with
the world outside, the health of its
people, all are in their hands,
and
the responsibility can rest no where
else.
One of our citizens spoke yesterday of the appearance on Palace
avenue and suggested that the conversion of a billy into a hoe for temporary use might be a good arrangement if one department is surplusaged
and the other is short handed.

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes
telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on
of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
money-transmitti-

ng

itlnn the last six years, ami even less. Hip T'nitori stntoc
OFFICERS.
niio
undergone a very marked change aiid no one can honestly say that th"
R. J. PALE.N, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
-- 0
.
change has not been lor the better.
A. HUGHES,
L
1,1
F. McKANE,
A half score of years has seen the
Ule
east
co'
h:l(l sent to him by a western friend, a nice, mouse
Assistant Cashier.
greatest changes, not alone in
colored burro. The eastern boy was not wise and
but in the influences Chat control and the method of
to
tickle
the
attempted
conducting
business. I p to even live years back a little autocratic and determined animal s nose with a straw, n is said at the hosnitm thm- tho w-- nt
cover.
set of men, controlled by the same interests,
ruled the senate
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
-With an arbitrariness that seemed incredible and absolutely
a power that was appalling.
The
of
. Aldricli
Nelson
goddess
was the master mind and his word was
liberty will disappear from the five cent piece and a
supreme
He actually dictated the measures that should pass or be
win taice ner place. Does that indicate that the goddess has been
quietly but effeet-ua.l- uuiiujo
smothered.
Always standing with him were Hale of .Maine, Crane and buffaloed?
0
Lodge of Massachusetts, Wetmore, his colleague, Kean of New
Jersey Burrows of Michigan, Penrose of Pennsylvania, Cullom of
They have been handing Woodrow Wilson bouquets since his nom
and "others
Illinois,
lion. Look out, Woodrow, the bricks will be coming next.
ol less prominence.
They always stood
they alwavs voted for
the interests; they had no regard for the together;
0
or
requests
rights of the
Can't some one induce Wizard Burbank to find some wav to extend the
they reigned supreme, a little oligarchy of selfish men under orders people;
from a
BtuJ higher authority the great corporative interests of the
strawberry season?
country.
It was astonishing how members of the
0
and wanted to give some 'heed to the peoples interests were absolutel.-controlleby this little coterie and forced to do their
bidding. Gradually
S. A. AKINS,
I
however, a change has come. Aldrich, seeing the storm
Proprietor.
REMARKS
coming, withdrew
Irom the contest for a
though his henchman,
has sucUNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
ceeded lmu; Burrows went down to overwlielmine detent Lippert,
:,t
,vi,u
!
primary where the iieople's voice was heard; Kean was decisively defeated
WHAT
THE
STRANGER
RAVS
Hale is in private life winh a democratic successor in a rock ribbed
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
Judge Archbald adios,
On the Bystander's table this morn-republican state, a result brought about by the revolt of an
was the following:
people
ing
outraged
Lincoln Steffens says the McXamara
Lodge was barely elected in 1!U and his colleague. Crane, did not dare to
"In your edition of last Thursday1 PROGRESSIVES
lace a primary and withdrew; Penrose tailed ignomiuouslv
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
to hold his own crime is only a social crime. Crime is you find fault, and justly so, with t he
ARE BUSY
in last months presidential primaries, and is facing defeat in his contest good.
of
repulsive
appearance
l
por-certain
for
American Plan, 52.50 and up,
and Cullom was shelved in favor of a
successor
t;ons of Santa Fe's streets, and youj
but a few weeks ago, when the people of the state progressivetheir
Congress is going to adjourn real
X. II., July 20. The
Albuquerque,
expressed
a
preferi.umi.
uui
iiiuiioer oi mem, such as
ence. Perkins of California, Guggenheim of
soon. The senate has settled down to
Colorado, Stephenson of Wisneed attention more particularly; Progressives in this county will hold
consin, Bradley of Kentucky, all stalwart adherents of the old regime will work.
however you fail to name the most their primaries on Monday and the
none of them he returned at the close of their
are that they will be large-- :
present term and there
disgraceful place of them all; I refer
are others that are under displeasure of their constituents
Just confidentially and not for pub- to
at home There
The National Progresthe
lot between the postoffice and ly attended.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
lication, we believe that Wolgast Hie
is tremendous significance in all this and it presages the new era
large brick building standing a sive party, leaders here assert, will
has been an awakening on the part of the people and new blood is There knows Rivers can whip him.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
distance west thereof, occupied by the sweep Bernalillo county this fall. The
going
to be infused into our body politic and new laces will
in
Wells
in
the
senate
appear
Bernalillo county will be
Fargo express office. I have no- primaries
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
When they probe the forestry
Already Cummins, Borah, LaFollette, Bristow, Poindexter and others have
ticed this
lot every time I he'd on Monday.
In Precincts 12 and
i..aue uiemseiies teit ana 'nave won the confidence of their constituent-- bureau do you suppose they will find have come disorderly
steam heat, electric lights.
here for the last number 2U, Albuquerque; i:j, Oid Albuquer-Q'.ie- ;
It is the opening wedge in the line up which will be split asunder as blow something in the woodpile?
of years. Santa Fe nennle
and
5, Barelas,
the
after blow is added. Not for years, for almost half a century indeed has
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
have overmuch forbearance with the will be held from 7 to !) n.primaries
Tn
m
cn v.irli'iT ,i.i wmuB.- - ...
D
u.iuueui in me senate membership. It proves how Fncle Sam will 1,, mm. i, , . city fathers
line outlying country precincts, the
ueteimiueu are ttie people to eradicate this evil which has eaten its wav from the border im raso win, weep
That gives its a chance to see our-- ' hours will be from 2 to 3 in the
s
iiilu me eij ueurt oi we peoples interests and well nigh destroyed the (ears of sorrow for an army payroll is
as others see us, and it is not noon.
easy money.
power of recovery.
ft bad thing.
We sometimes, both as
The county conventions will be held
The
uprising is momentous and has come to stay.
as municipalities,
individuals,
as on Saturday, Jly 27, at the courr
An
New
eastern
deo
Mexico editor
clares that lie would rather hear the clubs, as parties, grow both compla- - house, being called to order at 10
cent and at ease as to matters that a. m.
A MODERN JOAN OF ARC.
patter of rain on the roof than to lis- concern
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
A rebel Joan of Arc is in Juarez with the rebel
us, and forget how we mayj 'The state convention
to
ten
Sousa's
band.
of the Pro- which
is
now
army,
in uuose wno "iooKers on m gressives will meet here on Mondav.
moving to Casas Grandes.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
She is Helen Koblo de la Torre, age IS, and a native of Jalisco. She
The republican senators are going Rome.'
July Kth, at 2 p. m., probably
at
is no paper made heroine. Starting from Chihuaihua with the iirst force
The subject of the appearance of the Elks' theater.
to deferd the nomination of Taft. If
going
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
to the front, she was a sister of the White Cross. She carried a home- the said nomination was on the square our city is a mighty important thine:.
made flag with the insignia of her society on it. But when the battle of why does it need defense?
it ims us unu individuality and its:
SANTA FE
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
and appearing person. No one is at-- !
occurred, her lover, who was fighting with Campa's force, was killed.
(Mae Peregrine )
Central Location.
tracted
trom
a
woman
nis
rifle
D.
fiis
John
stiff
with
by
she
ilias
Rockefeller
continued
to
her
hands,
laiung
hair'pm in love with Santa
given his
fight until the retreat.
'
From that time until the retreat from Bachimba, she abandoned her more pastor a motor car. Even in his gifts,
all over her face or hanging Like it better
every day
Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
peaceful purpose of caring for the wounded for the more Hazardous one of John D. never overlooks a chance to loosely in a bunch at the back of her Hut I wonder, every minute
in
the trenches with the rebels. She was in 1:1 engagements, includ- increase the sale of gasoline.
fighting
uui a miuuuonea waist nor a How the folks who aren't in it
BESSES!
dress skirt that gaps. Neither is it Ever stand it, anvwav,
ing both battles of Rellano, Villa Lopez, Jimenez, both battles of Parra'.
Loma and Bachimba.
A Kansas postmaster was arrested pleasant to the eye to see a man am-- : Not to be in
Santa Fe'
She laughs at her adventures at the front and it is only when the deatu last week for stealing $l,S00. Tihe Wing along wearing a shirt that looks
of her lover is mentioned that she frowns. She says she is but IS and only thing a postmaster onn steal as if it had not had a bath for ninety Quaint and strange is its appeal-days- ,
nor do we like to look at a face There's a charm
looks it. She has a smile that covers her face like a "halo and a double row these days, is a convention.
you've got to feel
with a stubby beard.
of teeth to match the smile.
To explain it might do harm,
s
how
that
is
it
Well,
with
our
We used to think that all the chivalry and deeds of consummate
has
to
arisen
the promo
Opposition
cityJ Analyze awav the charm
bravery
Short Orders run Day i& Night. Regular Meals 25c
belonged to the past and rhat in these prosaic times the spirit has died out". tion of a couide of army officers bv Me must be neat if we want to be at- - Tar too wondrous to be real
and
we
cannot be neat and Seems the spell of its
Then, new and again comes a disaster like the sinking of the Titanic and Mr. Taft. It's awfully unfortunate to tractive,
appeal,
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric
Lights
,the world is thrilled with the heroism of the men and women of our own be promoted by Mr. Taft at this time. still keep in view- such an aboniina-- l
tion
and
vile
as
looking
eyesore
a
that
there
Tell
conies
terrible crash of two locomotives, head on, and an enday;
you why I like it best'
222
San
Francisco
Street
G. LL'PE HERRERA,
::
Prop.
gineer is crushed and lost in the debris of the wreck, because he had stood Y.'e can't understand those market referred to above, by the stranger Tain't so busv you can't
onr g!ltes, A ittIe effort
a Tain.t SQ jfelegs Uat vou
at his post wiih death before him; there comes a holocaust of fire and reports. Every time they quote butter
ittle
a
little care and the So you love it, vmi just must-th- ings
on the Elgin board of trade.
some fireman gives his own life in an act of heroism to save the lives of ut 22
attention,
inuers; mere comes a war ana History is made, the pages of which teem it goes up to about 43 cents in Santa of the that will add to the attraction For the place you're happiest
city will be brought about, and is the one you love the best,
with startling acts of heroism and pathetic sacrifice; there is a little ehilci Pe.
we will all feel better for it.
playing on the trolley track in the city street and a man or woman takes a
Those suffragettes over in Dublin1
chance on his or toer own life to save that of the baby. Life is full of it
Seems as if old Santa Fe
INCOMPARABLE.
Grows upon you, every day;
just ttie plain every day lite, and we do not need to turn to another age to who wanted to chop off Ascpiith's head,
with a hatchet have adopted
n oniy some of those people in the Seems as if you couldn't bear
unci tne spirit ot true heroism.
crude
methods.
Didn't they ever hear of east could have waked no in nbt Santa To be any other wWo
n
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
Fe this morning; looked out on he You just wish that you could
the steam roller.
stay
THE COURT AND THE ICE MAN
'blue skies and glorious sunshine, and And grow old, in Santa Fe.
In Indianapolis the commission men put the price of potatoes too
Senator Bailey's farewell speeches breathed this cool and yet balmy air:
high.
The mayor, acting for the city, bought several car loads of potatoes and sold are filled with gloom for the future on this 20th day of July, they
would COUNTY PROGRESSIVE CONVENAct!
them to (he people at cost.
of the nation. However, in reading have felt themselves in Esvsium and
TION.
In lies Moines, municipal markets have been established and
wen
to
mem,
it
is
east
would have lost its attrac
remember that they
milk is
Pursuant to a call by order of the
Bold by the city to ail who care to buv.
tion.
are farewell speeches.
MOULTON-ESP- E
committee of the Progressive Repttb- COMPANV
Numberless private philanthropies supply penny ice and cheap
People cannot understand until they ncan League of this state on the 12th
pure milk
to the citizens of various cities.
UP AGAINST IT.
actually experience it what the cli day of July, 1912, for a Proeressive
GENERAL AGENTS.
But now appears a court in New York and enjoins the
A New Mexico man who stutters mate of Santa Fe really is No won-- :
SANTA FE, N. M.
city of Schenecconvention to be held in tihe city of
tady from selling ice to its citizens at twenty-fivcents the hundredweight. badly, attended the Baltimore conven un lUl" tnose wno are here for a Aihnnimii
ootv
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.
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The injunction (or restraining order) was granted at the instance of
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,r',us 'u,e 01 noar 01(1 Santa Fe." alternates to the National Progressive
VVS
ing ice at forty cents a hundred pounds.
jaw frantically, but couldn't get the, It has its own individuality and its convention to be held in the city of
The theory of the law is against conspiracies lo control the
.,V,.T
ununouinu mi l iiwii
v,,"ui
'iias mis Chicago on the 5th dav nf Antrimr
price of com- u.uuu.k.11. i... wimi nSiu can a court nseu conspire with
interests he wanted until he had been carried beautiful old town, m all the big 1912, for the purpose of nominating
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ve
the
Progress
PATTERNS,
The judge, however, may have reasoned that helping the ice trust will torniance several times he stepped are figurm, on, we w ill be in the
m
Republicans of the
Both Native and German town Wool Used.
out in disgust and hunted up the gent! swim and become a sort of
lessen the socialist vote: Judges sometimes reason that way.
4V.!
,
v.i..4 hB
metropolis
ot
tha
11,
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A decrease in number of red blood corpuscles and a person " looks pale
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disordered.
Dr. R. V. Pierce found years ago that a glyceric extract of golden seal and
Oregon grape roots, queen's root and bloodroot with black cherrybark, would help
the assimilation of the food in the stomach, correct liver ills and in Nature's own
way increase the red blood cornuscles. This medicine he
called Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. By assimilating the food eaten the system is nourished and the blood
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fed on rich red Mood the person looses those irritable feelings, sleeps well at night and is refreshed in the morning.
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GIRLS' CLUB AT WILLARD.
ney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
M. D. Esqnibel, Tierra Amarilla.
IPS, REPUBLICANS, SOCIALISTS,
are
met yesThe
effective
for
of
little
Willard
the
Pablo Gonzales, Pecos.
forms
of
AND ALL OTHERS.
various
girls
We accept all
EI
A 1 1
Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
A Goinfi via
rheumatism.
Sold by all druggists.
Ricardo Valencia, Pecos.
terday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
and treat as one in the name of "PROsame route, or via A., T. & S. F.
home of Mrs. Newberry and organGRESSIVES."
This should be the
ized a club.
The name of the club
An increasing number of people reLOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
THEY LIKE HUGM.
cry throughout America, to form a
SAN FRANCISCO,
will be decided upon at the next port regularly of the satisfactory reCOALITION GOVERNMENT, the pick
sults from taking Fo'ey Kidney Pills
of the country, all sorts, similar to
That chairman of the corporation meeting.
Miss Edna Lutz was elected presi- and commend their healing and curaNew Zealand's Government the past
SUMMER SCHOOL,
commission Hugh H. Williams is popFor further inff rrrelif n eddrffs Fugere Fcx, Ccn'l Pa' ular with his
Bestive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills are
twenty years. The best of "all sorts'"
is shown by dent, Helen EIrod
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, EI Paso, Texas, or
must make a good government, and
tne fact that this noon the employes sie Anderson secretary and Lenoro a carefully prepared medicine, guarMOUNTAINAIR
of the commission presented him with Rayburn treasurer.
would cure the Grafters, Trusts, and
anteed to contain no harmful or habA.
General
COOMER,
Man ager N. M. C. R. R SANTA FE, N. M
H.
on
This move
the part of the little it forming drugs. They can have only
other Robbers. Food prices would
a beautiful gold ring with the Knights
lower. A new Tariff would help. Tho
of Pythias insignia embossed upon it, girls of our town is to be commended a beneficial effect when used for kidCIIAUTAQUUA
the occasion of the presentation be- and it is to be hoped that the club ney and bladder troubles, for back"people" will then have a $20 gold
will grow and that much good may be
ing Hugh's 36th biruhday.
ache, rheumatism, weak back or lumSTATE SUNDAY SCHOOL pieceU. inS. their pockets. Throughout
the
A. trade is quiet,
The recipient of the gift, for once attained by the girls of today, which bago. Sold by all druggists.
money
in his young life, was speechless, and will be the women of tomorrow, qnd
scarce, and the cause is "too much polCONVENTION
itics" too many millionaires, too many
his tongue was a useless member. there is no better time to train
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
for the duties of womanhood
living from hand to mouth, as a conThis, in hself shows how great was
trast and the cure is a coalition
the surprise and appreciation felt, for than when young and under the care Department of the Interior,
State Epworth League
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Willard Record.
Send me to your senate, and
when Hugh cannot express himself cf their parents
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
I wil do all I can, anyway I will call a
'The WestPoint of the Southwest.'
he is having some feelings.
Convention
3, 1912.
July
FIVE YEARS AGO.
The gift presentation was made by
spade a spade, and the scoundrel who
Notice Is hereby given that FrancisVences Lujan arrived tihe fore part co
votes for robbing the people shall have
Ranked aa "Distinguished
Chief Clerk George Armijo who knows
Martinez of Espanola,
JULY
AUGUST
y
Montoya
of the week from El Paso to visit N.
his proper title. The only difference
M., who on Dec. 30, 1510, made
Institution " by the U. S. how to do it, and the subject was so his
sister, Mrs. Graham and other rc.l- - Homestead
that I can think of is as things are
in
this
instance
did
it
he
good
Round
that
No.
SW
for
014,73.',
Entry
War Department.
He is a former resident of M
now run that one solid party are la
even unusually well. It was a fitting atives.
NW
and W
gE w g
gwl.4
11
iu ue rememoereu
Located In the beautiful Pecos
office and the other solid party wants
SANTA FE, N. M
tribute to a popular, efficient and ex- iva w m.es.
SW
Section 23, Township 21
that about five years ago he was N.,
Valley,3,700 feet above sea level,
to be. Walter Norton, President, Sancellent public official.
2 E., N. M. Meridian,
has!
Range
sunshine every day. Open air
held lip by three masked men one filed
ta Fe Business College.
notice
of
final
to
make
intention
work throughout th entire sesafternoon In El Paso, as he was leav- five
Professor J. A. Wood, recently the
LOUIS
MARKET.
to
ST,
to
establish
claim
year
proof,
sion.
Conditions for physical
He had just the land above
ing his apartments.
superintendent, is principal and is an
before Regand mental development
described,
are
adherents of boys and girls in the
St. Louis, July 20. Wool, steady. brought $2,000 home from the bank. ister or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
lDEALsuch as cannot be found
He was hit a blow on the right temDATES OF SALE
grades, especially in 7 and 8, to leara
elsewhere in America.
FourSepf.. 5, 1912.
Territory and western mediums 20
ple that put that eye out of commisshorthand and typewriting during
teen offlcera and instructors, all
MANUEL R. OTKRO,
fine 13
24; fine mediums 1820;
July 19th to August 2nd, 1912.
sion for keeps: staggering he drew
the
graduates from standard Eastholidays,, that when they return
17.
Register.
ern colleges.
liis gun and killed one of the robbers
Ten buildings,
to school they are able to take
RETURN LIMIT
modern In every respect.
and might have killed at least an"Teachers" talk, and so gain ten
August 5th, 1912, Ten Days.
other had he not gone to attend to
times more knowledge. The old sys
Regents
STENZEL ECZEMA
his wife who had been shot twice, dytern is a waste of valuable time for the
E. A. CAHOON, President.
Pleasure, Entertainment, Ining instantly. Vences lost consciouschildren, and waste of money for
J. E. RHEA,
A clear white liquid for cleansing ness as he
struction and Rest.
IS I merest ec and should know
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
stooped to pick Wb wife up
Every one leaving Bchool should
bout the wonderful
purifying and healing skin and scalp and he didn't come to for twenty four
JOHN W. PoE. Secretary.
have some business knowledge
and
MARVEL Whirling Spray
W. A. F1NLAY.
One-fiftdiseases.
One and
h
The new Vaginal Syringe.
Fare from be able to gain profitable employhours, giving the other two robbers
-- most convenient.
It
or
Stops Itching
burning Instantly; plenty of time to make their way
For particulars and Illustrated cataAll Points in New Mexico to ment.
clcames instantly.
cures eczema permanent.
across the border with the booty, Ask your druggist for it.
logue, address,
Mountainair and Return.
A few days after using the Liquid
he cannot iuddIv tl
consisting of $2,000 In cash and about IfMARVEL
Subscribe 'for the Santa Fe New
the disease begins to disappear.
accept no other
COL, JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
$600 worth of Jewels. He was in the 6ut send stamn
for Illustrated
H.
S.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all ot
LUTZ,
Agent,
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisch hospital for two years without being book sealed. It gives full partial'
M
the time and work for the upbuUd-lu- g
lars and directions invaluable to ladies,
er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO.
able to see a thing.
He manages to Maim Ctt.,44st2J4 fcuatt Haw fart
ot our new Stat.
.
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Not only special D. C, is a visitor in Santa Fe today.
Ralph Castman of Dallas is in the
Special values.
but splendid values this week at
city on business today.
A. H. Lujan and H. Griego of Las
Rexall Special traveler's package Townsends.
Boy's wash suits and Vegas, are in the city today.
stationery and fountain pen, one col- Blouse Waists.
A big show and a good one at the
THE WHITE HOUSE
lar. This week only at Fischer Drug
j Elks tonight.
Don't miss it.
WEATHER FORECAST.
Co.
CLEARING SALE.
Absolute
j
cleanliness about the
V Denver, Colo., July 20 New
A big laught at the Elks tonight.
O. R. Kerlee of Gaiisteo is a busifountain and then clear, sparkling
Mexico, fair in the southern, lo- ness visitor in Santa Fe. '
Gardeners, attention Every school
N eal showers in the northern por-- V
J. A. Doherty of Silverton, Colorado, gardener is hereby notified to come to glasses lend an added zest to Zook's
X i in the
tion tonight or Sunday.
the gardens Monday morning by 8:30 j delicious soda.
city on business.
NOW IS THE
TIME TO BUY
in
umti iu iix up piois ior me nisi
Dr. T I'. Martin of Taos is a pas
inspection.
Bring hoes and be pre- YOUR LOW CUT SHOES AT A 20
senger for home this morning.
THE WHITE HOUSE
Mrs. Hesch and childre.i of Las Ve- pared for work. Prizes are to be giv- DISCOUNT.
en in accord with the outcome
of
CLEARING SALE.
County
Superintendent John V.
gas, are visitors in Santa Fe.
We will have the Conway visited the school district of
A Windy Day, a good comedy at
C. H. Bradlr.iry of Onnwa, Iowa, is three inspections.
first during this coming week.
the Elks tonight.
Kennedy last Thursday where he
again in Santa Fe after a trip to other
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent went to look after the new school
A glass of delicious, cold Root Beer parts of the new state.
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav
is a thirst quencher that is popular
Jesus Sanchez, former superintend- ing all modern conveniences, includ- building in course of erection. Mr.
at Zook's fountain.
ent of schools in Valencia county, is ing electric light, steam heat and Conway reports that Kennedy will
scon boast one of the most
Mrs. C. R. Moore is down from
in town on business matters.
baths, in the First National Bank school buildings in the state.
The
today.
A great opportunity to buy a small building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
will be a one room stone
Just received a fresh lot of salt fruit ranch at a bargain.
See adverTwo rooms for rent. Inquire at 235 building
structure pebble-dashewith cement
tricks for your horse and, cow at tisement of J. B. Hayward, manager, East Palace avenue.
on the outside and plastered and
GOEBELS.
on page 5.
WANTED Small second hand desk.
The
Al Mathiew of Albuquerque is here
painted white on the inside.
The handiest package of stationery Must be in good condition. Address school house will have all modern
for a few days.
H.
O.
E.
Care
New
Mexican,
I
you ever saw, traveler's package and
and is paterned after
Judge Hanna returned last evening conveniences
fountain pen, only one dollar at Fischthe Plans and Specifications furnished
j from a ten days'
outing at Mountain-air- ,
er Drug Co. This week only.
with a coat of tan that bespeaks the counties by the state department
J. F. Grubbs, who is in the circulaof education.
out of doors.
of
the
Returning with
tion department of the New Mexican,
NOTICE TO OUR PATRONS To
to be him was his two friends, John M. Van
leaves today for Mountainair
present during the Chatauqua ses- DeVries, professor of niathematics in everyone sending us a trial bundle of
of Kansas.
The Professor family washing or rough dry, we will
sions.
j University
Julius H. Gerdes will surely give was one of the party at the Mountain-ai- give a valuable and useful toothview camp and will remain for i brush holder, as a premium until all
you your money's worth in that suit
are given out. You will find on the
sale that is on for one week only, bet- few days in Santa Fe.
tooth-brusFOR SALE Second hand rubber back of these sanitary
ter look the advertisement up at
holders
a
we retain
which
number
of
O.
E.
H.
Address
runabout.
t'red
once.
the duplicate at our office. When all
The regular meeting of the Wo- care New Mexican.
are
out we will give as an addiman's Board of Trade will be held on i County School Superintendent John tionalgiven
a cash prize to the
premium
V.
Monday afternoon at the library. All
Conway yesterday held examina-- ' person holding the lucky number to
members are earnestly requested to tions at the county court house, for be drawn at a
grand benefit ball, which
bn present.
j those applicants
who failed at the last will be
s
given as soon as all the
Two shows Sunday night at the regular examination and for those ap
are given out. The proceeds of
Elks.
plicants who are building for higher this ball are for the creation of a
Quite benefit fund for the employes of our
Yesterday's high temperature was grades on their certificates.
7!l at 2:40 p. m. and the lowest 59 a number took the examination,
and laundry from which they draw their
c'.t 5:55 a. m.
Showers in neighbor- the superintendent today sent the weekly wages and doctor's bills in
hood and in the city at evening.
Show
papers to the state department of edu- case of sickness or accident.
The bargains coming over the cou- cation.
ns your appreciation and
nters of the White House in the spec-- i
Did you get one of those Rexall spe- in this plan, which we think is worthy
iai clearance sale on now are being cials. This week only one dollar of your consideration by sending us
up fast by the discriminating
j taken
package stationery and fountain pen, a trial bundle. Under no consideraBetter get in line quick.
tion can any employe or stockholder
Fischer Drug Co.
buyers.
'
About the most popular place we
FOR RENT. Four rooms with wa-- . of the laundry win this premium.
have seen lately is Zook's soda foun- tf rand light. No bath. Fair condition. THE SANTA FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY CO.
tain on a hot day.
One block from Plaza. Joseph B. Hay- Mr. Business Man. Did you ever ward, Mgr.
NOW IS THE
notice that the man that has the best
TIME TO BUY
trade is the man that has the best YOUR LOW CUT SHOES AT A 20
V TRAIN LOAD OF DEMOCRATS
JOURNEY TO SEA GIRT.
lighted floor of business. People's DISCOUNT.
M. D. Esquibel well known resident
Electric Supply co.
j
Washington, D. C, July 20
A train load of Democratic mem- Bert Luegenfelter, formerly mana- 'of Tierra Amarilla, is a visitor in the
bers of the house, headed by
ger of the Oat man pool parlor from city.
the time of its opening six months ' Pablo A. Gonzales and Ricardo Va- S Speaker Clark and Democratic N
Lender Underwood left Washing- ago. is now shedding the light of his lencia of Pecos, are business visitors
ton today for Sea Girt to pay a
genial presence in Gregg and Coles today.
C. E. Newcomer, deputy. V. S. marPeerless bar, having entered that emcomplimentary visit to Governor
Wilson. The house had been ad- shal is in Santa Fe from his office in
ploy this week.
THE WHITE HOUSE . SEMI-AN- journed over until Monday.
Albuquerque.
John L. Britton, Robert Arkle and
NUAL CLEARING SALE.
HEADQUATERS FOR
A picture of
Miguel A. W. H. McFarland are Denver visitors
HIGH-GRAD- E
New Mexican Want Ads Trlns
Otero appears in the St. Louis Times here today.
William B. Douglas of Washington, results every time.
ot Thursday as one of the signers of
convention
call.
the progressive
Speaking of the governor the Times
says: "His administration of the terri-- j
tory was epoch making, and he has a
large following."'
Bias Garcia, Fidencio Garcia and
Nicholas Gutierrez, school directors of
Canoncito, are in the city in consultation with county superintendent Con- school i
way with regard to the new
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
house
the
which
district
contemp'ates
Pieces
Are
Phone Black 12..
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
building this summer. Superintendent
Conway 'will next week visit the dist
Down Town Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
rict.

PERSONALS

THE HOME OF
Quality Groceries

STANLEY DENIES THAT
What is the difference between
TRUST WILL DISSOLVE.
prize fight and our meat shop?

Washington, D. C, July 20 Chairman Stanley of the house steel trust
investigating committee today authorized a denial of the reports that the
committee would recommend the dissolution of the United States steel
Mr. Stanley declared he
corporation.
believed that reports given out to
that effect had been calculated to effect the New York stock market.
Chairman Stanley today declared he
would from time to time give to the
public the conclusions of the committee. Mr. Stanley is said to feel that
leakage from the sessions of the steel
committee has aided the efforts
of
certain persons who hoped to gain by At the prize fight you see rounds of
pound, but here you see pounds of
circulation of the report that the
round!
committee would recommend the dissolution of the steel corporation.
Some of the things the democratic
members of the committee really have PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
agreed upon follow:
That hereafter the records of the ofShort Steak, Flank,
fice of the commissioner of corporaRound Steak, Pork Steak,
tions shall be open to congress.
They will propose to amend the act
That's About
creating the department or commerce
The Way They Rank !
and 'abor to make the bureau available to congress as well as the presiThe Mere Mention
dent. This determination is said to
have been influenced by the refusal of
Of The Above Choice Cuts
Herbert Knox Smith, former commissioner of corporations to give to the
Should Bring
Stanley committee the facts he had
gleaned from the trade.
Post-Haste!
A bill to prevent any stockholders
of any locomotive, car, coal, ore or
steel company from serving as a diHow Good They'll Taste !
rector on any interstate commerce

L
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Always
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A
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A NEW CARLOAD OF

You Here

carrier.

num-her-

A proposed amendment of section
four of the Sherman act giving
party the right to sue on an
equality with the government to enjoin a conspiracy in restraint of trade.

Plaza Market Co.

d

Phone 92.

i

WATERMELONS

I

Page 3.

F.ANDREWS

HIE

THE

Phone 4.

!

HOUSE

Carpenters,
Contractors!

si

We specialize on
TOOLS of QUALITY. All of the

THE JEWELER.

standard

HAVE YOUR WATPTT
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY1
A WATCH will run without
1 X oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery bui it needs both occasion-

Watches
and
Clocks.

ally.
If you

will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travcis over fifteen
miles a day, you will not
grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
htce a year. It v.i,'! increase the
and accuracy of vour watck
reave your watch with us

"Time

LOWEpS

'

y.

Waists,
Now

.

Supply Company

That

Sizes 34 to 40.
.

.

.

ISliS E5

$Z.Z5

WASH GOODS

Reg-

-

.

.

do
(f
PG.UU

Two

Silk

$12.50.

Petticoats.
Now

$.OU

KIMONAS AND

SACQUES

Two Silk Pink and Blue, Imported
from Japan
Were $35 00, now .

......

ff

....
....

Regular price

$8750

18to23

dQ

pa
tO $O.OU

pxJ.JJ

qq

Silk Short Kimonas, beautiful
patterns. Regular price $7.50. Now
e

or

Jo

Linen

blue

Suits, white,

SALMON'S

p30

.

do

OC

Now

at

.

in
1UC

Regular price 20 and
.

.

.

.

SALMON'S
5 doz. Ladies' Long Sleeve Vests

20c

at

SALMON'S

29 Men's Fancy Vests, assorted colors.
.
P
Regular price $2.50 to $5,003.

20 Boys' JStraw
Now

Hats.

Regular price 85c. G
OXJC

SALMONS

MEN'S SHOES
60 pairs of Florsheim Shoes and Oxfords.
.
.
.
Were $5.00 to 5.50. Now

fa

VO.oU

SALMON'S
Hanna Shoes.

.

$6.00 to $7.00
SALMON'S

American Gen
tlemen Shoes, ;

$4.00, $4.50 to $5.00
SALMON'S

rr

i1 .OU

SALMON'S

Men's House Slippers

.

$1.00 to $2.50
SALMON'S

Hart Schaffner & Maix Suits, all light weight, at a
a big reduction at

DRESSES.

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

25 Ladies' Silk Dresses below cost

Queen Quality Oxfords,

""$2.25, $2.50, $3.00 to $4.00

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

75c to $2.00

50 Men's Suits of very good make.
Regular price $18.50 to $20.00. Now 4

SALMON'S

i AKOU

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

House Dresses, four on one

$1.35 to $2.50
SALMON'S

Drawers, hemstitched ruffle.
price $2.50. Now

Regular:

$1.25

25 Men's Shirts.

20 Per Cent Discount on Skirts

SALMON'S
White Petticoats, lace or embroidery.
.
.
Regular price $3.50. Now .

t

V-

-

HEL

SALMON'S

Regular price $1.50.

Now

75c

MEN'S HATS
28-4- 0

and

Two Black Voile Skirts. Sizes
.
Were $12.50. Now
27-41-

dr

ipO.UU
SALMON'S

New line of Rugs and Carpets

at

SALMON'S

SALMON'S
Odd Skirts

I
1

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

American Lady Shoes and Oxfords. fci
Regular price from $3.50 to $5.00 . . J 1 .Oi7

.

Men's and Boy's Caps

SALMON'S

WOMEN'S SHOES

p

SALMON'S

Ladies'

and tan. Regular price $7.50. Now

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

Seven Silk Sacques, blue.'pink'and white.
bWere $8.50. Now

Pl.-G-

nr

$5.00, $7.50 to $8.50

10c

SALMON'S

6 doz. Ladies' Vests.

Parisana Corsets made in Batiste and Coutil,
medium high breast and (Pi
An

$1.50

at

8 Wash Sikrts, tan and white

25cts.

long hips. Sizes

Panama Hats

LADIES' SUMMER VESTS

CORSETS

Summer Felt Hats at

SALMON'S
1

$1.00

SALMON'S
Ten Silk Assorted Colors.
$15.UU. Now

wide, 18c val

SALMON'S

ttOfl
$6U.UU

of

C

OC
SALMON'S

SALMON'S

10

Middy Waists. Regular price $1.25 and
$1.50. Now

assortment

SALMON'S

Regular

a

Regular price, dy

Big

SALMON'S
Indian Linen, 36 inches
ues, now

SALMON'S

SALMON'S

wide.

in.

CA
(PJ
pOfOU

SALMONS'

W"
:

Persian Lawn, 32
value, 25c Now

Twenty Silk Petticoats, asorted colors.
Were from $10 00 to $17.50- Now .

SALMON'S

Fifty White Persian Lawn Waists.
ular price $3.50 and $5.00, now,'

Twenty-fiv-

&

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Women's Odd Waists SALMON'S BIG STORE
Si,k

Santa Fe Hardware

Reliable."

1

Were $4.50.

lines

Can Be Found Here.

I

Tw,e,nty

a

Floor Oil Cloth, per yard

Straw Hats below cost at

22 SALMON'S

.

50c

SALMON'S
6

50

SALMON'S

Ladies' Long Silk Summer
Regular price $25.00. Now

fa
&tj
pl.dU
SALMON'S

Coats.

.

1..L

